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Nuclear 'Security' 
Unmasked by Protesters 

Octogenarian Nun Called 'Danger to 
Community' by Prosecutors 

By John LaForge 

After merely snipping their way through chain-link fences, 
three nuclear weapons abolitionists snuck 1.5 miles into the so
called high security Y-12 nuclear weapons materials site in Oak 
Ridge, Tennessee where they poured blood, spray-painted slo
gans, hung banners and hammered on buildings July 28. The 
bold action has embarrassed the vast nuclear weapons establsh
ment and for that the disannament activists face felony charges. 

One report that ran "above the fold" on the front-page of the 
New York Times - news prominence almost unheard of in an 
anti-nuclear action - noted that "The actions ... are a huge em
barrassment" and "the biggest security breach in the history of 
the nation's atomic complex" because the three made their way 
"to the inner sanctum of the site where the United States keeps 
crucial nuclear bomb parts and fuel." 

An arm of the Energy Department called the National Nu
clear Security Administration (NNSA) is supposed to keep all 
uninvited persons away from extremely dangerous and highly 
volatile uranium-235, U-238, beryllium, lithium deuteride and 
other deadly materials that are concocted and machined by Y-12 
workers into the stuff of hydrogen bombs - what the White 
House, the generals and most presidential hopefuls dreadfully 
call "options" that are perennjally "on the table." 

NNSA's nominally muscular security teams and their state
of-the-art barricades at Y-12 couldn't even keep out Sr. Megan 
Rice of New York City, an 82-year-old nun, and her two middle
aged colleagues, Michael Walli, 63, of Washington, DC, and 
Greg Boertje-Obed, 57, of Duluth, Minnesota. The Times· Wil
liam Broad said the three made getting into the so-called fortress 
"seem only a little more challenging than a romp in the Tennes
see woods." 

While walking unnoticed past and among reputedly high 
security systems at nuclear weapons sites has come to be a com
mon occurrence in Plowshares actions - Megan, Michael and 
Greg had to approach a guard's vehicle and surrender them
selves - the "more challenging" element is always preparing 
for the government's severe over-reaction. 

The daring infiltration and the .. naming with blood" of the 
H-bomb factory by the three, who call their action Transforma
tion Now Plowshares, have inspired international headlines as 
well - after first being ignored by all but the local press. 

S~QROS ,1NTO 
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Michael Walli, Megan Rice and Greg Boertje-Obed cut 
through fences and entered the Y-12 nuclear weapons pro~ 
duction site in Tennessee on July 28. 

One reason for news coverage stretching from Toronto, On
tario to Sydney, Australia, is that Y-12's managers decided to 
shut down Y-12 's sociopathic WMD operations for a full week. 
At anAugust 2 federal court hearing in Knoxville, Assistant U.S. 
District Attorney Melissa Kirby complained that, "They caused 
Y- 12 to be suspended for several days." Y-12 authorities also 
ordered their "security" staff to take a refresher course. The site's 
general manager, the leaders oftbc NNSAonsite guard force and 
the site management contractor responsible for Y-12's security 
hardware have been or will be fired, the Times reported. 

Another reason for all the critical attention - something 
our nuclear war mafia hates the way vampires hate day! ight - is 
that the gravity of the Y-12 shut down, along with the govern
ment's wish to keep the defendants behind bars, moved prosecu
tors to increase the charges. The three were at first charged only 
with federal misdemeanor trespass, carrying a newly increased 
maximum penalty of one year in prison and a $100,000 fine. 

Prosecutors later added two federal felony counts: aiding 
and abetting in the depredation offederal property causing dam
age in excess of $1 ,000- which carries a maximum of I 0 years 
in prison and a $250,000 fine; and aiding and abetting in the 
damage or injury or planned damage or injury to property, with 
a possiblity of 5 years in prison and a $250,000 fine. 

If you don't think H-bombs are pr ized by the U.S. war sys-
tem, imagine serving 16 ye · · · 
cutting and graffiti. 



NRC Issues First Ever Denial of New Reactor License 
On August 30, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's 

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) ruled that 
French-controlled Unistar Nuclear Energy can not obtain 
a liceose to construct a new reactor at Maryland's Calvert 
Cliffs site because it is wholly-owned by a foreign corpo
ration. Owner Electricite de France (EDF) has been given 
60 days to show progress in its search for a U.S. investor 
for the project 

In 2007, Calvert Cliffs-3 became the first new U.S. re
actor application in 30 years and was the "ffagship,. of the 
so-called "nuclear renaissance," reports Michael Mariotte 
of the Nuclear Infonnation and Resource Service, which 
led the legal intervention to halt the project Other inter
veners include Public Citizen, Beyond Nuclear and South
ern Maryland CARES. 

The principle issue - that plans for Calvert Cliffs-3 
violate the Atomic Energy Act's prohibition against "for
eign ownership, control or domination" of a U.S. reactor 
- was written and litigated by NIRS. The ASLB found 
that license applicants Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project and 
UniStar "ineligible to obtain a license because they are 
owned by a United States corporation that is l 00 percent 
owned by a foreign corporation." 

Mariotte announced that, ''The ASLB not only denied 
the license application, it said that EDF is not even eligible 
to apply for a license." 

In celebrating the David and Goliath-like victory, 
Mariotte wrote "We beat one of the nation's biggest nu
clear law firms, Wmston and Strawn. We beat EDF, Areva, 

and the French government - the real power behind the 
Calvert Cliffs-3 project. We beat the entire Maryland po
litical establishment, which in 2007 was lined up solidly 
behind this project (though many have been backing off 
their support in recent times)." 

Paul Gunter, Reactor Specialist at Beyond Nuclear, 
was less ecstatic, noting that the ASLB order gives Unistar 
and EDF 60 days to find a U.S. company willing to pur
chase controlling interest in the hugely risk-laden venture. 

The application for the new reactor project was filed 
by UniStar, which is a corporate merger between EDF and 
its U.S. domestic partner, Baltimore, MD-based Constel
lation Energy. But when Constellation Energy withdrew 
from the project in 2010, citing the overriding financial 
risks of new reactor construction, EDF, a foreign corpora
tion, was left as sole controlling owner, a violation of the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954. 

Beyond Nuclear's Gunter said the ASLB order gives 
EDF "a 60-day 'second last chance' to find a U.S. domes
tic partner," something that has eluded them for two years. 
After that, the proceeding closes." 

Even if EDF fails to "step before this financial firing 
squad," UniStar can appeal to the NRC which would take 
it to a five-member vote. The outcome of that vote can 
then be appealed in U.S. District Court. 

Still, as Gunter points out, the Atomic Energy Act still 
prohibits foreign domination and control of domestic U.S. 
nukes, a hard nut to crack even for radioactive attorneys. -JL 

CT Scans Called Cancer Threat to Kids 
CT scans of young people can cause significant in

creases in the risk of leukemia and brain cancer according 
to a new study published in the June 6 edition of the Brit
ish medical jownal The Lancet. 

CT or computed tomography scans involve dozens 
of X-rays from various angles and combine them to cre
ate complex images. Denise Grady of the New York Times 
said er scans use "much more radiation" than traditional 
X-rays, and Nancy Shute of National Public Radio said 
they use "far more." Neither provided a comparison, but 
a CT scan of the abdomen and pelvis might give a 20 miJ
liSievert dose, or seven times as much as an ordinary X-ray 
of the spine (1.5 mSv), and 20,000 times the dose from an 
X-ray of an extremity (0.00 1 mSv), according to the Radio
logical Society ofNorth America's patient safety program. 

The 1imes reported June 6 that '"Children under 15 who 
had two or three scans of the head had triple the risk of brain 
cancer compared with the general population, the research
ers found, and 5 to I 0 scans tripled the risk of leukemia." 

Amy Berrington de Gonzalez of the National Cancer 
Institute. who helped conduct the new study, told National 
Public Radio June 7, "We found that the radiation expo
sure from the er scans was associated with a subsequent 
increased risk of both Jeukemia and brain twnors," she 
told ABC News. 

Katie Moisse of ABC News online noted that the 
study considered more than 355,000 children and teens in 
Britain, while Denise Grady in the 7imes and Rob Stein 
at NPR said 180,000 British youths were studied between 
1985 and 2002. 

David Brenner, of Columbia University's Center for 
Radiological Research and lead author of a 2001 study es
timating the cancer risk from CT scans, told ABC News. 
"'There was debate about whether the risks were real, and 
this study shows pretty unequivocally that they are." 

"All medical procedures have risks and benefits," 
Brenner told ABC. "That said, there are situations where 

CT scans are being used too much." He ~mates, ABC 
News reported, that 20 percent of the country's 80 mil
lion CT scans each year are either unnecessary or could be 
replaced. 

The American College of Radiology was quick to is
sue a statement regarding the findings and urged parents 
not to refuse "needed" CT scans, emphasizing especially 
serious injuries like those to the head and spine. 

However, last year the use of CT scans to diagnose 
head injuries in children was called into question by a 
study noted in the journal Pediatrics. NPR reported the 
head CT scans "may needlessly expose [children] to radia
tion." Furthermore, NPR noted, "the scans also don't catch 
minor injuries any better than observing the child." 

Lise Nigrovic, of Children's Hospital Boston who led 
the Pediatrics study, told NPR that she's hoping doctors 
and parents will remember that CT scans aren't always 
necessary, particularly since they cannot diagnose concus
sion. 

Just a month prior to the June Lancet report, the Food 
and Drug Administration issued an otder to er Scan mak
ers telling them "Make sure your new equipment has set
tings and instructions that minimize radiation hazards for 
kids, or the agency will look to slap a label on the ma
chines that recommends they not be used for children at 
all," NPR reported May 9, 2012. ("FDA Leans On Device 
Makers To Cut X-Ray Doses For Kidsj 

Berrington de Gonzalez at the NCI had an additional 
warning for patients. Scans of other parts of the body also 
appear risky: ''There's a good chance that even one CT 
scan poses some risk to children - as well as adults -
and possibly for all sorts of cancers," she toldABC News. 

The June Lancet report, online June 7, is titled "Ra
diation exposure from CT scans in childhood and subse
quent risk of leukemia and brain tumors: a retrospective 
cohort study." See: <www.thelancet.com/joumalsllancet/ 
article/PUSO 140-6736( 12)60815-0/abstract> - JL 

Kansas City Residents: Bomb Builders or Not? 
The U.S. government wants a modernized nuclear collected thousands of signatures to stop the 

~eapons complex and plans to spend more than $8.5 bil- bomb factory. In May 2011, 53 people were 
lion dollars every year for 1 0 years to do iL 1be Department arrested at the construction site. 
of Energy has replacement construction projects going at Because the new Kansas City Plant is 
Oak Ridge in Tennessee to make bomb "secondaries," partly funded with $815 million in munici
Los Alamos in New Mexico to produce plutonium pits, pal bonds, and Kansas City owns the 180-
and in Kansas City for non-nuclear bomb components. acre site, KC residents are indirectly build
The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) ing bombs. Total long-term costs to U.S. 
runs an older Kansas City Plant that has contaminated the taxpayers are an estimated $4.5 billion over 
land and groundwater with PCBs, beryllium, solvents and 20 years. According to Jay Coghlan and John 
more. People living in Kansas City have plenty of reasons Witham of Nuclear Watch New Mexico, 
to oppose the new factory's construction. It's not just a ''Kansas City, Missouri will own the new 
self-polluting venture, but Kansas City residents are be- KCP. As far as we know this is globally un
ing forced to pay for it. A coalition called Missouri Peace precedented. The PlEA [Planned Industrial 
Planters has been organizing for years to stop the weapons Expansion Authority] will then lease it to 
factory. They have organized rallies, civil resistance and CenterPoint Zinuner Holding, LLC, who as 
street theatre, have gone to the courts and to jail, and have sub-landlord, will lease it to CPZ. CPZ will 
now gotten the issue on the Spring ballot. then sub-sublease the new plant to the Gen-

The Peace Planters wrote a ballot initiative for the eral Services Administration who will then 
November election that if approved would prevent the sub-sub-sublease (really!) it to the NNSA 
city from funding any future weapons work. The initia- [National Nuclear Security Administra
tive carrying more than 5,000 signatures, initially failed to tion]." 

1"£-

NRC Suspends Reactor 
Licensing for Lack of 

Radioactive Waste Plan 
By Bonnie Urfer 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the DC Circuit ruled 
June 8 in a case involving the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission's (NRC) lack of a radioactive waste disposal plan. 
The court found that "the NRC violated the National Envi
ronmental Policy Act (NEPA) in issuing its 2010 update to 
the Waste Confidence Decision and accompanying Tem
porary Storage Rule." 

In response to the decision, 24 grassroots organiza
tions petitioned the NRC demanding a halt to reactor li
censing decisions, and providing for public conunent in 
its environmental impact considerations. Then on Aug. 8, 
the NRC suspended, possibly for years, at least 19 reactor 
license decisions - eight license renewals, one early site 
permit, one operating license and nine construction and 
operating licenses. 

The Waste Confidence Rule decision rejects the NRC's 
''temporary" plan to keep the deadly waste on site for 60 
years. The Appeals Court also found unacceptable the 
NRC's claim that reactor fuel storage will be addressed 
sometime in the future. The NRC's rule states, "reasonable 
assurance exists that sufficient geologic repository capac
ity will be available for disposal of high-level waste and 
spent nuclear fuel 'when necessary. "'1be DC Court recog
nized that the impact of a nuclear disaster sometime in the 
future cannot be deemed insignificant. The NRC had not 
considered the environmental impact of fuel-rod storage in 
its relicensing review process. 

Pending reactor license applications will continue to 
make their way through the NRC's review process, but the 
order means that final decisions canoot be issued. 

1banlc you to the petitioners: Beyond Nuclear, Blue 
Ridge Environmental Defense League, Citizens Allied for 
Safe Energy, Citizens Environmental Alliance of South
western Ontario, Citizens for Alternatives to Chemical 
Contamination, Don't Waste Michigan, Ecology Party of 
Florida, Eric Epstein, Friends of the Earth, Friends of tbe 
Coast, Green Party of Ohio, Dan Kipnis, National Parks 
Conservation Association, Made Oncavage, Missouri 
Coalition for the Environment, New England Coalition, 
Inc., North Carolina Waste Reduction and Awareness Net
work, Nuclear lnfonnation and Resource Service, Public 
Citizen, San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace, Siena Club. 
Southern Alliance for Clean Energy, Southern Maryland 
CARES, and Sustainable Energy and Economic Develop
ment Coalition. 

- Bloomberg & Hu.ffington Post, Aug. 7; The Examiner & 
Common Dreams, Aug. 8; Journal-Register, The State & Pon
stown News, Aug. 9, 2012 

move !he city council to add it to the November ballot The The old Kansas City Plant, a 300-acre 
council later voted to allow the referendum to be placed site 12 miles south of downtown KC has Kansas City peace activists march to stop the city from fundillg 
on the ~ot A~ril 16, .2013. The ~ group has filed been found to have over 76 acres of ~und- the coutruction of a new bomb factory. 
four petitions wtth the City all addressmg nuclear weapons water contamination. For $65 million and 
production and the city's participation. some beryllium cleanup wodc, the Department of Energy 
. Four people were arrested during the "Trifecta Re- is calling the site "safe " Workers and neighbors near the 

s1sta,': Ap~l 13-15. Fr. Cart Kabat ·:d~fen~ed" the con- old Kansas City Plant~ known alternately as Bendix, Al-
struction s1te on the 4th of July, claunmg mdependence liedSignal d H ll _ ha beco ill Expo 
from nuclear weapons. Activists demonstrated on Jan. 29, . an ~neywe ve me · . sure~ 
Feb. 26 and March 19. Bomb opponents marched from the beryllium, a carcmogen that can cause several diseases, 1S 

old bomb factory to the new site on Memorial Day. The thought to be the c_:ause of the health p~ble~. TJ:le Envi
coalition has rented billboards, sold bumper stickers and ronmental Protection Agency has been mvestigatmg alle-

gations that the KCP and Honeywell provided misleading 
information about health risks at the factory which used 
some 785 different toxins. The U.S. goverrunent has paid 
workers over $28 million in compensation claims and 
medical benefits for toxic exposures since 1949. 

- Kansas City Star, Aug. 23, 2012 & June 23, 2011; 
KCUR, Aug. 16, 2011; PeaceVoice.com, Sept. 2011; The Pitch, 
Nov. 19, 2006- BLU 



Cesium in Urine of Fukushima Infants and Children - Just the Beginning 
By John LaForge 

Radioactive cesium-137 has been foWld in the urine 
of 141 out of2,022 infants and yoWlg children surveyed in 
Fuk:ushima Prefecture, home to the wrecked Fukushima
Daiicbi reactor complex. 

The Yokohama-based Isotope Research Institute re
ported July 1 that cesium was foWld in urine ftom infants 
and children who were surveyed between November 2011 
and January 2012. 

The findings are .ominous in view of the fierce radio
activity and environmental persistence of cesium-137, 
which has a radioactive half-life of 30 years. This means 
cesium stays in the ecosphere for roughly 300 years while 
it slowly decays to barium. For three centuries cesium-137 
remains a powerful emitter of gamma radiation. 

The discovery of the cesium in the bodies of infants 
and children was treated as a trivial matter as is the norm 
in official pro-nuclear cultures. The Japan nmes inter
viewed Hideaki Karaki, honorary professor of food safety 
at the University ofTokyo, who played dumb. "The level 
of cesium is lower than that of potassium, and it definitely 
has no effect on the human body. But we still need to know 
how cesium entered the infants' bodies." 

Prof. Karaki would have us forget that enormous 
quantities of cesium-137 ftom Fukushima-Daiichi were 
spewed for weeks into the air and the water and were foWld 
to have contaminated farmland, tap water, milk, baby for
mula, rice, vegetables, tea, fish and beef. There is no doubt 
that infants and children are consuming contaminated foods 
and have been since the disaster began in March 2011. 

The European Committee on Radiation Risk says that 
the risk ftoJ;D. internal radiation exposure "is between 200 
and 600 times greater than the risk ftom external expo
sure," according to Dr. Junro Fuse, head ofKosugi Medi
cal Clinic near Tokyo, Japan. 

Last February, scientists said that a staggering 40,000 
trillion becquerels of radioactive cesium, twice the amoWlt 
previously estimated, may have been catapulted by Fuku
shima's three explosions atid three meltdowns that began 
last year. The new estimate is reportedly about 20 percent 
of the estimated discharge from the 1986 Chernobyl radia
tion disaster in Ukraine. 

Cesium is especially dangerous because of its chemi
cal similarity to potassium, which makes it concentrate in 
muscle, causing radioactive exposure to surrounding tis
sues. During the time that the gamma ray-emitting cesium 
is inside our bodies, smashing cell walls and cracking apart 
DNA, each and every bit of damage has the potential to 
result in a cancer, an immune disorder or other diseases. 

The EPA says cesium poisoning happens when we eat 
contaminated food, drink poisoned water or inhale con
taminated dust. People all across Japan have been doing 
just these things for 17 months, since the start of the disas
ter. The Japanese people, young and old alike, with their 
inevitable consumption of contaminated foods and water, 
face potentially overwhelming long-term consequences. 

Last year, seafood, beef, rice, tea, seaweed, vegeta
bles and soils across 9,200 square miles were reported 
to be contaminated with cesium-137. Beef exports were 
banned for a time. Consumption of fish including the Sand 
Lance, Pacific cod, Greenlings and others have been for
bidden. Rice farmers and fishers have been thrown out of 
work indefinitely, even as tens of 
thousands are still living what are 
called "evacuation lives," never to 
go home again. 

Cells can sometimes repair 
·themselves after being hit with 
ionizing radiation. But. with chron
ic internal contamination, cells 
can be hit again and again during 
the crucial repair period, and this 
"second event" sometimes makes 
cell recovery or repair impossible. 
With state-issued "allowances" for 
cesium contamination in rice, fish, A//I!Ol.lld--+-tl 
veggies, etc., the Japanese popula
tion is being poisoned. A person's 
internal body burden of cesium 
increases every day that one con
sumes, ingests or inhales the poi
son, and the government knows 
that internalized radi~activity is 
cumulative, and the damage irre
versible. 

In towns near the Fukushima
Daiichi reactors' wreckage, hun
dreds of school yards have had 
their topsoil removed and stashed 
away in boxes. But right outside 
the haphazardly "decontaminated" school groWlds, at 
least 30,000 children irt Fukushima Prefecture are being 
exposed to levels of radiation that will cause serious health 
consequences later in life. 

Five months after Fukushima went out of control, 
Prof. Toshiso Kosako resigned in protest. A radiation 
safety expert appointed to oversee the Fukushima cleanup, 
minister Kosako went before the Parliament in Tokyo and 

accused the Prime Minister of violating the law on radia
tion hazards. He said that for children to be exposed to 
radiation above threshold levels is unconscionable, and he 
wept openly while testifying. 

With 300-year cesium being found in infants down 
the road ftom Fukushima, and in Bluefin Tuna captured in 
California's waters thousands of miles ftom the dead zone, 
the world has barely begun to see the effects of this mother 
of all global industrial catastrophes. 

From today's descriptions of the global radiation di
saster spewing ftom Fukushima-Daiichi in northeast Ja
pan, you'd think the danger has past and the contamination 
is limited to a few prefectures there. The leaking, venting, 

bulging, quaking ruins of four 
wrecked reactors and eight jit
tery waste uranium fuel pools 
have contaminated the soil and 

tlou food chain for decades to come 
and the still-unrepaired wreck
age portends a civilization
ending event if another major 
quake hits the zone and dis
gorges the contents of the waste 
fuel pool at reactor 4. 

A July 2 New York nmes 
report called the unstable situ
ation "last year's disaster'' as 
if the dispersal of radioactive 
poisons ended in 2011. The sto
ry, picked up by papers nation
wide, refers to the present day as 
"after the disaster" as if things 
have returned to normal. On the 
contrary, a panel of Japanese ex
perts said last Oct. that clean up 
will take at least 30 years. 

A letter ftom U.S. Senator 
Ron Wyden, D-OR, to Japa

._......, nese Ambassador Ichiro Fuji
saki put the media's "all clear" 
lullaby to rest. After touring 

the decimated complex April 6, he wrote in part, "The 
scope of damage to the [reactors] and to the surroWlding 
area was far beyond what I expected ... The precarious 
status of the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear units and the risk 
presented by the enormous inventory of radioactive ma
terials and spent fuel in the event of further earthquake 
threats should be of concern to all and a focus of greater 
international support and assistance." 

News Reports Touch on Consequences of Fukushima Catastrophe 
June 16: Inadequate cooling of radioactive wreckage 

Amold GWldersen, a licensed reactor operator with 39 
years of nuclear power engineering experience managing 
and coordinating projects at 70 reactors around the U.S. 
told AI Jazeera JWle 16: "Fukushima has three nuclear re
actors exposed and four fuel cores exposed. You probably 
have the equivalent of 20 nuclear reactor cores because of 
the fuel cores, and they are all in desperate need of being 
cooled, and there is no means to cool them effectively." 

June 18: Government withheld fallout deta~ twice 
Japan's central government was found for a second 

time to have refused to make public detailed, up-to-the
minute high radiation measurements that had been provid
ed to it by the U.S. Energy Department. The DOE's Aerial 
Measuring System compiled maps noting the direction 
and radiation levels in plumes of radiation spewed by the 
three meltdowns and possible fuel pool fire and sent them 
to Japan's Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency. With no 
knowledge of the danger, thousands ofFukushima fami
lies evacuated directly into the high radiation areas. The 
government also withheld its own forecasts of radioactive 
fallout made by its System for Prediction of Environmen
tal Emergency Dose Information. 

July 10: A third ofFukushinla chHdren at risk of cancer 
Fukushima Prefecture's Health Management Survey, in 

its 6th report since the disaster began, reported in July that 
36% of children in the heavily contaminated Fukushima 
Prefecture have abnormal thyroid growths and could be 
prone to thyroid cancer. After examining over 38,000 chil
dren ftom the area, medics said more than 13,000 have 
cysts or nodules as large as 5 millimeters on their thyroid 
glands. "The lesions on the ultrasoWlds should all be bi
opsied, and they're not being biopsied .... that's ultimately 
medical irresponsibility, because if some of these children 
have cancer and they're not treated, they're going to die," 
pediatrician Helen Caldicott told Business Insider. 

July 11: Worken told to falsify their radiation doses 
Workers struggling in high radiation ~ of the 

wrecked Fukushima-Daiichi reactor complex in the after
math of the 9.0 magnitude earthquake, Japan's most se
vere ever, were told to lie about their heavy doses so they 
could keep working. Radio Netherlands and Tokyo's daily 
Asahi Shimbun reported that an executive of the construc
tion firm Build-Up, a subcontractor ofFukushima-Daiichi 
owners Tokyo Electric Power Co. (Tepco}, told workers 
to cover their dose meters with lead. If they didn't fake 
their exposure levels, the executive told the workers, they 
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would quickly reach the legally permissible annual expo
sure limit of 50 milliSieverts, according to Asahi Shim bun. 
The workers had a recording of this meeting, the newspa
per said. "Unless we hide it with lead, exposure will max 
out and we cannot work," the executive was heard saying 
in the recording, the paper reported. 

July 13: Experts wam improvements "not enough" 
A state-sponsored investigation of the disaster called on 

the government to immediately do more to prepare for po
tential diSasters. In particular the panel, led by University 
ofTokyo engineering professor Yotaro Hatamura, said that 
reactor complexes must have off-site management centers 
protected against "massive radiation leaks" like the ones at 
Fukushima which rendered its control center useless. The 
report also found that data supplied to the panel by Tokyo 
Electric Power Co. was full of errors and told the company 
to reconsider it. 

July 18: Dump site disputes stall decontamination 
Political stalemate over the location of dump sites has 

halted most removal of contaminated topsoil in districts 
evacuated because of radioactive fallout. Because of disputes 
over wh~ to dump the waste, and for how long, negotiations 
between the central government and prefectural authorities in 
the dead zones have ground to a halt, the Japan nmes reports. 

July 19: Strong quake shakes Fukushima again 
A strong earthquake with a magnitude of 6.4 jolted 

Northeast Japan at 3:45a.m. directly offFukushima Pre
fecture and was felt in Tokyo 150 miles away. Reuters 
reported that a Tepco spokesperson said, "There were no 
abnormalities at the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear plant," as 
if triple meltdowns are the new normal. One of the world's 
most seismically active coWltries, Japan accounts for near
ly 20 percent of all earthquakes greater than magnitude six. 

Aug.1: Public demands permanent shutdown 
The number of protesters soared to about 200,000 in ftont 

of the home ofPrime Minister Yoshihiko Noda in downtown 
Tokyo, where the activists have been demanding a meeting 
with the PM since March. The first of the Metropolitan Co
alition Against Nukes' regular Friday vigils began with 300 
people. The Japanese network finally got a 30 minute meet
ing Aug. I where they insisted that Japan must do without 
the restart of any of its 52 closed-down reactors. 

Aug. 13: Site manager says "reacton not stable" 
The Australian reported that Masao Yoshida, the fonner 

manager of the Fukushima-Daiichi complex, said in a video 
message that the reactors where still unstable. "People won't 

come back to Fukushima until the plant is stabilized and we 
still need to find a way to do that," Yoshida said. He led the 
"Fukushima 50," workers who reportedly w~ ordered by 
the Prime Minister to stay on-site for days throughout the har
rowing ordeal caused by the earthquake, tsunami, three tri
timnlhydrogen gas explosions and three reactor meltdowns. 

The site manager's warning flatly contradicts Prime 
Minister Yoshihiko Noda's statement to radiation regula
tors Dec. 16,2011 that Tepco had finally brought leaking 
reactors at Fukushima Wlder control. Noda said then that 
the wrecked reactors "have reached a state of cold shut
down to the point where the accident is now under control." 

August 11: Record eesium levels found in local fish 
Radioactive cesium measuring 258 times the amoWlt 

that Japan's government deems allowable for consump
tion has been found in fish near the damaged Fukushima 
nuclear power complex, the Kyodo news agency reported. 
Tepco foWld 25,800 becquerels per kilogram of cesium in 
two greenlings within 12.4 miles of the site Aug. 1-a re
cord for the thousands of area fish caught and tested since 
the radiation disaster began. Japan's government considers 
fish with more than 100 becquerels per kilogram unsafe 
for consumption. Independent experts warn that the Japa
nese standard is based on outdated risk models that must 
be replaced with stricter limits. 

Aug. 19: Cesium contamination in eod leads to ban 
Aomori Prefecture was ordered to halt shipments ofPa

cific cod after some ofthe bottom-feeding, long-distance 
swimmers were foWld with exceptionally high levels of 
cesium-137. The ban was imposed by the central govern
ment Aug. 27 after some of the cod, caught 400 km (250 
miles} ftom Fukushima-Daiichi, had already been sold to 
consumers. The poisoned cod had 133 bequerels of cesium 
per kilogram, an amoWlt the daily Asahi Shimbun called 
"far above'' the government's permitted contamination 
level. 

Sept. 1: Three studies say disaster could strike again 
According to lead authors of three studies completed this 

year, misunderstanding of the exact nature and causes of the 
Fukushima disaster mean another catastrophic release of ra
diation could happen again. The studies warned that in part 
beca..use the site's 24 outide radiation monitors and its control 
room's instruments were all knocked out, because of "diffi
culty gathering evidence inside four destroyed reactor build
ings," and since the extent of earthquake damage (prior to 
the tsunami's arrival) is still hotly contested, the "complete 
picture remains unknown," Asahi Shimbun reported. -JL 
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NUCLEAR SHORTS 
Cesiu:m Fire in Memphis 

MEMPHIS, Tennessee - The Shelby County Office of 
Preparedness conducted tests to detennine whether ce
sium-137 that burned in a fire had contaminated ground
water at Mid-Continent Laboratories near Memphis. Ev
eryone was out to lunch at the testing company when the 
fire started in a shed housing cesium gauges. One gauge 
has not been recovered. The smell of burning chemicals 
at the scene prompted first responders to wear masks with 
oxygen tanks. According to the Commercial Appeal, "no 
alanning traces of radioactivitY' were found. After extin
guishing the fire, the fire fighters' suits were decontaminated. 

- Commercial Appeal, May 31 & June 1; Homeland Secu
rity, June 4; & WHBQ radio Memphis, May 31, 2012 

African Uranium Mine Raiders Steal Food 

BAKOUMA, Central African Republic - An unidenti
fied group of armed men invaded a uranium mine near 
Bakouma in the Central African Republic June 25, netting 
themselves "a sizable quantity of food" along with some 
computer equipment, according to a m.ilitary statement. 
Areva, the French nuclear giant, operates the mine. The 
military speculated in the press that Chad's Popular Front 
for Recovery was responsible for the raid, while later re
ports suggested Joseph Kony's Lord's Resistance Army 
raided the site. Areva ·delayed mining operations at the site 
containing an estimated 32,000 tons of ore after uranium 
prices fell following the start of reactor meltdowns in Fu
kushima, Japan. - Radio Netherlands, & Radio France lnter
nationale, June 25; UPI, & Bloomberg, June 26, 2012 

Kodak's Underground Uranium Multiplier 

ROCHESTER, New York - Kodak filed for bankruptcy 
in January, and among its holdings is its own underground 
"califomium neutron flux multiplier" or CFX, beneath its 
Rochester, New York laboratory. The multiplier used three
and-one-half pounds of weapons-grade uranium to create 
a "beam of neutrons" used for radiography and chemical 
tests. The company enriched 1,582 grams ofuranium-235 
to 93.4%- a weapons grade percentage. Kodak's opera
tions and "contraption" had state and federal licenses until 
2003. Under heavy guard, Kodak worked with the Nucle
ar Regulatory Commission to scrap the uranium and the 
reactor device in 2006. The NRC oversees 31 research reac
tors in the U.S., most at universities. However, Dow Chemi
cal in Midland, Michigan, Aerotest in San Ramon, California 
and GE-Hitachi in Sunol, Calif. have licenses to operate reac
tors. Neil Sheehan of the NRC told the LA Times the agency 
doesn't know if other private companies have enriched ura
nium.- AP & Los Angeles Times, May 14; Digital Journal, May 
15; CNN & UPI, May 16; & Forbes.May 17,2012 

Australia Says "No" to U.S. Expanded Militarism 

PERTII, Australia - The Center for Strategic jllld Inter
national Studies, a Washington-based think tank, has pro
posed expanding the Australian Stirling base, near Perth, 
into a U.S. Naval base for an aircraft carrier "strike force." 
The Australians have made clear their opposition. Such 
a force would include two guided missile cruisers, up 
to three guided missile destroyers, two nuclear-powered 
submarines, a supply ship and nine squadrons of aircraft. 
While the base will not become a solely U.S. operation, 
the Aussie government is negotiating for the U.S. to share 
it. The U.S. Air Force is already allowed to use an outback 
bombing range and airfields. Some 2,500 U.S. Marines are 
training near Darwin in the north, and the U.S. w~ts th~t 
number increased. The U.S. currently shares three mtelh
gence communication facilities and operates a secret Joint 
Defense Space Research Facility at Pine Gap in central 
Australia. The U.S. intends to move the bulk of its Naval 
Fleet to the Pacific by 2020. China opposes the presence 
of the U.S. in Australia. Justification for the arms buildup 
comes with some in the U.S. Congress treating China as a 
threat. - CBS News & ABC Radio Australia, Aug. 2; AFP & 
London Independent, Aug. 3, 2012 

Sellafield's Frightening Feathered Feces 

SELLAFIELD England - According to the federal En
vironment Ag~ncy, mosquitoes at Sellafield are radioac
tive, and consequently so are the swaJlows and their nests. 
Sellafield is the aged waste fuel reprocessing complex 
on the Irish Sea coast, in northwest England. Swallows 
that live in the vicinity eat the mosquitoes that fl.y around 
Sellafield's 50-year-old radioactive waste ponds. Measures 
are being devised to keep birds away from the site and 
its radioactive mosquitoes. Two years ago workers poked 
boles in seagull eggs to keep that population down. The 
birds bad been swimming in the rad waste ponds which 
have been open to the elements since the '50s. 

One Sellafield representative reportedly said, "... the 
contamination pos~ no threat to health as there is no direct 
pathway for exposure to members of the public." But The 
Guardian noted that Sellafield admitted that contaminated 
mosquitoes were "a possible pathway." The swall~ws that 
migrate to South Africa at the end of summer will leave 
hot droppings along the way. 

Martin Forwood, of Cumbrians Opposed to a Radioac
tive Environment, told the Guardian, "Given the history 
of bird contamination at Sellafield, it is quite extraordinary 
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that it's been allowed to happen again. They have failed to 
deal with this problem for years, and should have covered 
up their waste ponds long ago." In 1998, more than 150 
pigeons were also contaminated. - Whitehaven News, June 
11 & Aug. 7; & The Guardian, June 8, 20J 2 

Waste Fuel Stored Alongside Mississippi River 

GENOA, Wisconsin - The Dairyland Power reactor on 
the banks of the Mississippi River has been shut down 
since 1987. For decades, the irradiated fuel rods have 
been stored in a cooling pool located 7 stories high, above 
the reactor, After five year's planning, the waste fuel was 
transferred to "dry casks" this summer and placed on a 
concrete pad very near the Mississippi. Donald Egge, the 
Fuel Storage Manager for Dairyland, told the La Crosse 
Tribune, "Our fuel is decayed since its storage in 1987 so 
the radiation is very, very low." Locals should be very, 
very worried that Egge doesn't know what he's talking 
about. The 333 fuel assemblies will remain very, very 
deadly for hundreds of thousands of years. Unshielded, 
the radiation emanating from the fuel would kill a person 
within minutes. 

Dairyland Po1fer's high-level radioactive waste 
casks on the banks of the Mississippi River, in Genoa, 
Wisconsin near La Crosse. 

Dairyland Power has been spending $6 million a year 
to store the fuel rods in the cooling pool. The five dry casks 
cost the utility $44 million, but it says in the long run the 
casks are cheaper than pool storage. Dairyland wo~n a $38 
million lawsuit against the federal government for its fail
ure to take custo<\y of the high-level waste - and Dairy
land is working on a second lawsuit to recoup more recent 
storage costs. The reactor building is to be tom down and 
dumped as radioactive waste in a process that will take at 
least seven more years.- LaCrosse 'Tribune, July 15; WEAU 
radio, July 16; Associated Press, July 17, 2012 

Shuttered Military Base Keeps on PoUuting 

LONDONDERRY, Ireland - The Irish now have their 
own version of a Superfund site and it will cost millions 
of pounds to clean up: According to a newly published 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Fort George, 
a fonner military base near the town of Londonderry, in 
Northern Ireland, is poisoned with arsenic, asbestos, traces 
of TNT, other heavy metals and possibly radioactive mate
rials. Not surprisingly, there is an urgent need to clean up 
the site in order to protect the health of local residents and 
any future users of a potential Science Park and "mixed 
use" development which have been proposed for the for
mer Fort. The EIA warns that people could be at risk of 
contamination via direct skin contact, inhalation of vapors, 
dust and gas or ing~stion of soil or contaminated home 
grown vegetables. Fort George has been associated with 
shipbuilding since 1912 and became a Royal Navy repair 
base in 1941. The fort was also used as an Army base from 
1971 to 2000, before being purchased in 2005 by the De
partment for Social Development. 

-Londonderry Sentinel, July 18; Belfast Telegraph, July 31, 
2012; BBC, Mar. 16,2011 

Arizolla Lawmakers Want Major Rad Waste Dump 

PHOENIX. Arizona- Since the 1980s, the U.S. has been 
playing a dangerous shell game with millions of tons of 
nuclear waste generated by reactors and weapons makers. 
In 2002, Congress approved President George W. Bush's 
decision to build a national waste site under Yucca Moun
tain, Nevada. But when the budget for the project jumped 
to nearly $96 billion in 2010, President Barak Obama 
eliminated all funding for the project. Now both houses 
of the Arizona legislature have approved a Republica
sponsored "memorial," or request, to Congress asking it 
to grant them access to the U.S. Nuclear Waste Fund in 
order to build a "recycling" and geologic storage site for 
radioactive waste. The site would be the nation's first per
manent nuclear waste storage site and would likely store 
more than 65,.000 metric toi)S of nuclear waste - some 
of which will be radioactive for hundreds of thousands 
of years. Currently, the waste is stored in temporary loca
tions, mostly at nuclear reactor sites where it is produced. 
An additional 77 million gallons of high-level military 

waste is stored in steel tanks mostly in South Carolina, 
Washington and Idaho. 

The Arizona proposal was made by state representa
tives who didn't bother to get input from the local com
munities that would be directly affected. Needless to say, 
local communities are making their displeasure known. 
Safford City Manager David Kincaid stated, "It brings up 
all sorts of concerns about aquifers and our water sources 
and what it really means. So I think our initial reaction 
would be to resist anything of that nature. They talk about 
the significant economic impact it would bring to the area. 
I'm not sure that outweighs the other potential problems." 
Kincaid questioned the safety of such an installation since 
the Yucca Mountain project was halted shortly before it 
was to open. "They spent $100 billion trying to get Yucca 
Mt. ready and then pulled the plug one year before it was to 
open," he said. "Obviously, somebody determined there was 
significant potential harm in dealing with nuclear waste." 

- Eastern Arizona Courier, May 6 & 7; Associated Press, 
April 24, 2012 

What a Commitment: Jellyfish to the R~ue 

FUKUI PREFECTIJRE, Japan - Our sea friends the jel
lyfish have done it again, put their bodies on. the line ~o 
stop nuclear power. This time it was at the 01 reactor m 
west central Japan that was forced to drop their power out
put due to jellyfish. On JuJy 8, a large swarm of j~llyfish 
clogged the water intake channel of the reactor. UltJmately 
the jellyfish attack was brought under control and the Oi 
reactor was back in action. According to reactor owners 
Kansai Electric Power Co. (Kepco ), the swarm was still 
circling in mid-July, but their numbers had declined. The 
company is using a special tool with rotary screens and 
rakes at water-filtration installations designed to help cap
ture and dispose of jellyfish and other debris. An identical 
inundation of jellyfish forced the shutdown ofboth Tomess 
reactors near Dun bar, Scotland, when a swarm clogged the 
cooling system June 26. 

- Japan Daily Press, July 8; & MSNBC, June 30, 20 .1 2 

Bankrupt Firm Abandons A Million Pounds of Waste 

OAK RIDGE, Tennessee - Impact Services, Inc., a lo
cal nuclear waste processor that provides decontamination 
services for contaminated component parts and scrap from 
commercial nuclear reactors, filed for Chapter 7 liquida
tion May 24 in U.S. Bankruptcy Court in Wilmington, 
Delaware, and "shut its doors" on May 18, leaving State 
officials with close to one million pounds of scrap radio
active material on its hands. According to Meg Lockhart, 
spokeswoman for the Tennessee Department of Environ
ment and Conservation, the state holds a $1.2 million sure
ty bond to cover liabilities incurred when a firm ditches 
its obligation to maintain a site in a safe condition. Im
pact Services has said that between 60% and 70% of the 
one million pounds of scrap low-level radioactive waste 
could be returned to the generators from whence it came. 
lf that were accomplished, the remaining 400,000 pounds 
would need to be addressed, Lockhart said to the Times 
Free Press. Lockhart added that a radiation safety officer 
is staffing the site while the company is "trying to deter
mine what its options are."- Bloomberg News, May 28. & 
Chattanooga Times Free Press, May 31, 20 12 

Resources 
*Beyond Nuclear, 6930 Carroll Av., #400, Takoma Park. MD 
20912; (301) 270-2209; Web: beyondnuclear.org 
Email: info@beyondnuclear.org 
• Bulletin of the Atomic ScUntists, 1155 E 60th St., 
Chicago, IL60637; (773) 382-8057; Web: thebulletin.org 
Email: kbenedict@thebulletin.org 
* Cape Dowowinders, Cape Cod, Mass. 
Web: capedownwinders.org; Email: info@capedownwinders.org 
* Clandestine huurgent Rebel Clown Army (CIRCA) 
Email: circaSTOPSPAM@.labofii.net; Web: clownaony.org 
• Coalition Against Nukes, Web: coalitionagainstnukes.org 
Email: info@coalitionagainstnukes.org 
* Cwnbriam Opposed to a Radioactive Enviroament, ~umbria. 
England; Web: corecumbria.co.ulc; Email: info@corecumbria.co.uk. 
* European Committee on Radiation Risk, Ave de la Faucon
nerie 73, B-1170, Brussels, Belgium; Web: euradcom.org 
Email: adminsec@ueradcom.org 
• Green peace, 702 H St., NW, #300, Washington, DC 2000 I, 
(800) 722-6995; Email: info@wdc.greenpeace.org 
Web: greenpeace.org 
* Hanford CbaUe.nge, 219 FirstAv. S, # 120, Seattle, WA 98104 
(206) 292-2850; Email: info@hanfordchallenge.org 
Web: hanfordchallenge.org 
* Low Level Radiation Campaip, Powys, England; 
Phone: 44 (159) 782-4771; Web: Urc.org; Email: sitemanager@llrc.org 
* Nuclear Wonution ud Resoul"tle Service, 6930 Carroll Ave., 
#340, Takoma Parlc, MD 20912; (301) 270-6477; 
Email: nirsnet@nirs.org; Web: nirs.org 
• No More Deaths, Thcson, AZ; (520) 333-5699; 
Web: nolllloredeaths.org; Email: action@nomoredeaths.org 
* o,~aldge ,Environme.ntal PeaceAIUance, 
P.O. ·&olfo 5743, Oak.Ridge, TN 37831; (865) 776-5050; 
Emaii: orepa@earthlink.net; Web: orepa.org 
• Pilgrim Watch, clo Mary Lampert, 148 Washington St., 
Duxbury, MA 02332; (781) 934-0389; 
Email: mary.Jampert@comcast.net; Web: pilgrirnwatch.org 
* PubUc Citizen, 1600 20th St. NW. Washington. DC 20009: 
(202) 588-1000; Web: Citizen.org; Email: member@citizen.org 
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Lake Superior: Why Ignore 496 Barrels Dumped by Army Corps? 
By John LaForge After a couple of underfunded and short-lived efforts woul_d retrieve a representative sample of some 70 barrels. 

to find some of the barrels in the early '90s, about 215 Its hired help, EMR of Duluth. located 591 barrels, b~t the 
were identified by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agen- salvag~ project has been r~atedly hel.d up. According to 
cy (MPCA) and the Army Corps, and nine were recovered. Red Cliff employees, compl~ts by the ~fense Depa_rtment 
All of them had a mix of deadly, carcinogenic chemicals forced the Band to postpone tts bru:reJ retneval three ~es. 
inside, contrary to Army Corps and Honeywell assurances Still, the Band announced ~ts past August that tt bad 
that they only held grenade parts-which were also there. successfully_ recovered a_ samplmg of ~e waste barrels 
It seems the authorities had been lying. Even the MPCA and that theu contents wtll be analyzed mde~dently by 
has a web site article that says nothing hazardous was ever Spectum Analytical of Tampa, Florida. The Band has not 

Most Quarterly readers know of the 1,457 barrels of 
Honeywell Corp. hazardous military waste that were se
cretly dumped by the Anny Corps· of Engineers along the 
North Shore of Lake Superior not far from Duluth, Minn. 's 
drinking water intake. The covert operation that went on 
between 1957 and 1962 created from 6 to 16 underwater 
dumps and has been big news ever since a fishing trawler 
accidentally snagged six of the drums in its nets. 

What many don't realize is that the Army Corps' at
titude was so reckless that, as if throwing toxic waste into 
fresh water weren't stupid enough, when barrels Boated 
away from a barge, "they were shot so that they would 
leak and sink." 

found in the barrels. disclosed the number of drums it actually pulled up. 
They were caught lying again in 1994. After Honey- Strangely, the barrels ~ere taken from o~y thr~ of 

well, the MPCA and the Army Corps denied for 20 years the six well-known dump _sttes. Barrels potentially_ at s1tes 
that radioactive materials were used at the Twin Cities near Knife River, Shorevtew Road and French River, all 
Army Ammunition Plant, the government disclosed that documented in ~y Corps tu~ boat logs~ were i~ored. 
Honeywell worked with plutonium uranium and thorium The reason, according to EMR. ts because 1ts 2008 Sonar 
in Building 502 (source of all but 6'ofthe barrels). and visual scans in these locations i_dent~ed ~o ~arrels" For those who drank Duluth 's or Superior, Wis. 's mu

nicipal water since then, this "would have caused a larger 
dispersal pattern for dumped barrels than would otherwise 
be expected," according to a 2008 Minilinnesota Deptart
rnent of Health report. The MDH report went on to say 
incoherently that " ... the risks of detrimental exposures to 
people from these barrels are unquantifiable, but low." 

Bad faith spurns renewed investigation 

All this dishonesty from the polluters and regulators 
moved the Red Cliff Band ofLake Superior Chippewa to take 
up its own investigation. The Band announced in 2009 that it 

Mystery Leaks in Hanford's Replacement Tanks? 
Remember the 177 single-shell tanks - • .,.· ~-:.,-

at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation in - ~- ·-- - - ./. 
~ _,- ,_ - -

eastern Washington state that have leaked =::::.~ --~ 
about a million gallons of highly radioac
tive waste into the aquifer that feeds the ~ 
great Columbia River? To deal with this 
slow-motion disaster, the Department of 
Energy has constructed 28 sturdier "dou
ble-shelled" tanks that were supposed to 
contain the liquid high-level waste in the 
short-term while the department worked on .. . 
a long-term solution. 

Unfortunately, the new tanks appear 
inadequate to the task. In fact one may be 
leaking. Hanford Challenge disclosed an 
Aug. 14, 2012 memo to the Washington 
State Department of Ecology which ac
knowledges radiation exists at two loca
tions between the walls of''Tank AY-102," 
which ~as completed in 1971 and holds an 

Photo by Seatt/e Post-lntillegencer 
Hanford's giant leaking tanks held highly radioactive liquids. Keep

ing the waste out of the Columbia River is dangerous, expell5ive & 
accident-prone. 

estimated 707,000 gallons of liquid waste and 151,000 gal
lons of deadly sludge. 

At this point, the DOE has not determined iftankAY-
1 02 itself is leaking or if the radiation is "cross contami
nation" from a nearby pit with pumps, or the piping itself 
that has leaked. Video monitoring between the tank walls 
exposed the 24" by 36" by 8" dry mound of radioactive 
material. 

Hanford used chemicaVacid solutions to dissolve 
used reactor fuel in order to extract plutonium that was 
then used jn nuclear bombs. The caustic and radioactive 
chemical waste from the process needs to be isolated from 
the environment forever. The DOE has a legal deadline 
of 2040 for emptying the single-shelled tanks and a 2052 
deadline for emptying all ofHanford's tanks. 

Since the waste is so hot that it can't be approached, 
the task of moving liquids and sludges from the remaining 
149 single-walled tanks- 67 of which are leaking- to 
the newer double-shelled tanks has to be done robotically 
and is not even close to completion. Only ten have been 
emptied. The newer tanks weren't supposed to fail for 40 

Canadian Nuclear Workers 
Contaminated 

years, so the 1971 model seems barely to have made it. 
Radioactive contamination began at Hanford around 

1944. The DOE has spent $85 million on an environmental 
study to determine how all of Hanford's waste should be 
treated. To date there is no answer. 

A ''vitrification" or "glassification" facility to solidify 
56 million gallons of waste has been under construction 
for decades and may cost a total of $12.3 billion. Should 
the process be successful, the "glass" logs are supposed to 
be shipped to a federal repository not yet in existence. 

Washington State has asked the DOE to build a sec
ond Low Activity Waste Facility so that some radioactive 
waste can be containerized and stored. A decision on treat
ing "low-activity" waste is expected by 2015. 

A federal audit ofHanford's operations has accused the 
DOE of installing tanks at the vitrification site that do not 
meet requirements. Bechtel Corp. has been paid a $15 million 
incentive fee for tank production there, but an internal DOE 
memo of Aug. 23 calls for the firing of Bechtel because the 
company's "engineering places unnecessarily high risk that 
the design will not be effectively completed." 

-July 31, Aug. 9, Aug. 18; AP, May I; Spolcwnan-Review, 
Aug. 18; Hanford Challenge, Aug. 17; & USA Today, Aug. 28, 2012; 
& Tri-City Herald, Dec. 22, 2011 - BLU 

but only a "debris field .. " Yet the Knife River stte ts prob
ably the most well-established. 

At least 496 barrels at Knife River 

Seven government reports identify Knife River as a 
significant dump, including a June 23, 1985 Army Corps 
of Engineers chart that says 206 barrels - weighing a to
tal of 200,000 pounds - were disposed of there. 

In addition to those 206 barrels, a June 28, 1985 
m~o by the MPCA's Duluth Director John Pegors says, 
"The fourth, fifth, and sixth dumps were made at deeper 
depths in the vicinity of Knife Island near the mouth of 
the Knife River." A Sept. 16, 1976 MPCA memo specifies 
that the tug boat "Marquette had done the towing and the 
barrels had been disposed of in 300 feet of water at a point 
approximately 18 miles distant in the vicinity of Knife 
River." The tug boat log reads: "25-26 Sept. 1962-496 
Barrels disposed using tug Marquette off Knife River ... " 

Army Corps employee Bob Dempsey, who supervised 
its earlier searches, wrote to the Minnesota Health Depart
ment in 2008, " .. .496 barrels were disposed of off Knife 
Island. The 496/1437 (34.5%) represents a large portion of 
the total disposals." 

Long-time barrel researchers Greg Price of Cornuco
pia, Wis. and Dan Conley ofDuluth, Minn. have suggested 
that hundreds of the drums contained corrosive materials 
that could have destroyed the steel drums, leaving their 
contents to disperse or settle into lake bottom sediments. 

What happened to tug boat logs? 

The Minnesota Health Department's report notes that 
mysteriously, " ... the 1959-1962 log of the Marquette no 
longer exists. The U.S. ACE recommended that 'Logs for 
the tug Barlow and Ash land should be located if additional 
search efforts are attempted in the future."' 

The log kept by the tug Lake Superior for May 25, 
1962 says it was, ''Towing BK-8380 [a barge] loaded with 
Army Ordnance scrap to dump off Knife Island & return to 
Duluth .... " and that they ''Dumped Army Ordnance mate
rial off Knife Island at 8:30AM ... " 

The MPCA's 2008 "Facts about the Lake Superior 
Barrels," says the Knife River dump was found in 1993, 
"about three miles east of Knife Island at a depth of 400 
feet." The agency's "Google earth" website map shows 
that dozens of the barrels it located are at Knife River. 

Although the barrels dumped at Knife River may have 
degraded into what EMR now calls a "debris field," the 
question remains: Has the Anny Corps pressured EMR 
and Red Cliff not to look more closely into what's there? 

- Nukewatch bas launched a petition to the Army 
Corps ealliag for Its recovery of aD 4% barrels at the· 
Knife River site. Please sip on at Change.org and type 
in "Corps of Eogioeen." 

Three workers at the Cameco Blind River uranium 
refinery, located on the north shore of Lake Huron, tested 
positive for radioactive contamination after inhaling ura
nium concentrate powder or "yellowcake" June 23. They 
were exposed when a lid, under pressure, ftew off of a 
55-gallon drum and released about 60 pounds of the radio
toxin to the air. The workers were not wearing respirators 
when one of them loosened the ring clamp on the bulg
ing barrel. The uranium powder covered "worker# 1" who 
inhaled a significant amount. The dispersed yellowcake 
covered equipment and the floor in the area. The Canadian 
Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) claims that heavily 
dosed ''worker # I" was only exposed to an amount ''be
low regulatory concern," although a CNSC report says the 
man's kidneys received a higher than acceptable amount 
of toxic chemicals. At least three additional drums showed 
signs of the same internal pressure. All four came from 
Uranium One Corp.'s Willow Creek facility in Wyoming. 

Pennsylvania's Uranium Processing Perils 

The CNSC and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission have asked for information on the steps taken to 
determine the cause of the incident. Shipments from Wil
low Creek, WY have been halted while the investigation is 
pending. The NRC suspects that the drums may have ~n 
sealed before their contents completely cooled, generating 
oxygen in the barrels. 

The health of ''worker # 1" will be monitored and all 
the employees are now required to wear respirators when 
opening or sealing drums. - World Nuclear News, July 9; 
The Australian AP, Aug. 2; First Nations Environmental Health 
Innovation Network, July 6, 2012- BLU 
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Since the dawn of the nuclear age, the government and 
its contractors have lied about and mostly avoided liability 
for negative effects on human health from radiation. The 
practice continues in southwest Pennsylvania where nearly 
100 plaintiffs in a lawsuit believe that death, cancer and 
other illnesses have been caused by excessive contamina
tion stemming from a uraniwn enrichment complex and a 
fuel processing site - with a leaky, 1 0-trench dump hold
ing enough waste to fill a football stadium 21 feet deep. 

The two facilities lie within three miles of each other, 
one in Apollo, the other in Parks Township near Leech
burg. The contractors, Babcock & Wilcox Power Genera
tion Group and Atlantic Richfield, under the umbrella of 
Nuclear Materials and Equipment Corporation or NU
MAC (originally part of Westinghouse), founded the two 
factories which operated from 1957 to 1986. The business
es worked in the U.S. nuclear weapons production chain, 
developed other nuclear-powered gadgets and supplied 
Navy and commercial reactors. For a second time, they 
are being sued for multiple millions of dollars. 

Radioactive material has contaminated soil and 
groundwater at both the dump and the factories. The land 
is currently owned by BWX Technologies, renamed from 
NUMAC. 

According to studies being submitted in court by at
torneys for the plaintiffs, emissions from the factories and 
contamination from the waste site were thousands of times 
above regulatory limits. One document puts the exposure 

level at 200,000 times the federal limit. The radioactive 
poisons include thorium, americium and uranium. Oral 
testimony is being given by Apollo and Parks County 
residents who are suffering the cancerous and debilitating 
effects of radiation poisoning. In lawsuits settled in 2008 
and 2009, about 365 claimants were awarded niore 1han 
$80 million. This second round of charges began in 2010, 
and it includes victims excluded from the first court battle 
which took 14 years. 

When the Army Corps of Engineers discovered that 
the waste site contained unexpected amounts of plutoni
um, uranium and other isotopes- and that some had gone 
missing - Homeland Security showed up in May of this 
year with guards and riftes. The Corps halted all work on 
the neglected dump pending a review. Now the area is sup
plied with a huge structure that includes air filters and wa
ter tanks that collect radioactive particles. The excavated 
waste is being shipped to EnergySolutions in Clive, Utah, 
another heavily contaminated site. 

It's estimated that 342 kilograms or 754 pounds of 
highly enriched (weapons grade) uranium went missing 
from the Apollo factory in the 1960s, presumably lost in 
duct work, tubes, ftoors, etc. Few records were kept The 
area of rad' waste-tilled trenches covers 44 acres. Excava
tion and removal will take a minimum of three years and 
fi.Qal closure isn't expected until 2021. - Pittsburgh Tribune, 
May 17; Pittsburgh Post-Gazene, Aug. 12; NRC Site Identification. 
Mar. 29; Motly Rice, Apollo Parks Contamination, 2012- BLU 
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~- Canada Plans to Bury Waste Near Lake Huron 

Cold War Bomb-Making 
Shack at SRS a Tinderbox 

By Bonnie Urfer 

Built in the 1950s, building 235-F sits idle at the Savan
nah River Site (SRS) in southeast South Carolina. According 
to reports, this windowless "blast resistant .. concrete struc
ture could catch fire at any time. The interior is contaminated 
with plutonium that would be spread by fire that, according 
to an official review board, could be sparked by earthquakes, 
structural crumbling or electrical sbort-circuiting. The build
ing's Reagan-era plutonium experiments, processing, labora
tory operations, and fuel fabrication caused the severe con
tamination during H-bomb materials processing. 

The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board has made 
recommendations to the Energy Department for dealing with 
the contamination. The board said in May that the plutonium 
must be immobilized or removed and that fire prevention 
must be improved. DOE managers report that some pluto
nium collection has been started and that a smoke stack was 
removed so it wouldn't fall on the building during an earth
quake. The Savannah River Site, which produced Cold War 
plutonium but now makes tritium gas for bombs, is in. the 
most earthquake-prone area on the east coast. 

Several factors now conspire to create a dangerous 
situation in building 235-F. It is unoccupied, so a fire could 
smolder undetected for days. The fire alarm system is old, 
unreliable and does not provide full coverage. No fire 
walls exist between rooms and, in fact, some walls contain 
flammable cellulose. No fire plugs exist in the building so 
in the event of fire, doors would need to be propped open 
for hoses to run while radiation would be dispersed to the 
outside. An adjacent Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facil
ity, where more deadly reactor fuel is concocted, is also 
vulnerable to fire. Around 1,000 people work in the vicin
ity of building 235-F. which is officially off-limits because 
of its level of radioactive contamination. 

The "metallography lab glovebox" area inside has 
been deteriorating for decades. Plutonium in the room 
helps to erode the glove box seals meant to contain ra
diation. The place is literally falling apart. Equipment is 
degrading and the longer SRS waits to address the con
tamination, the worse it gets. As it is, hundreds of millions 
of dollars are being spent every year to manage the site's 
4.5 million cubic feet of high-level waste (stored), and 
18 million cubic feet of "low level" waste (buried). Four 
"specially designed" tanks have been completed at SRS to 
hold some of the most deadly radioactive waste. The DOE 
has announced plans to ship 4.3 metric tons of plutonium to 
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant near Carlsbad, New Mexico. 
Once in operation, 5 kilograms at a time held in 35 transport 
drums are scheduled to be trucked to the New Mexico dump. 

Back in the 1950s, Aiken, Barnwell and Allendale 
Counties in So. Carolina gave up 200,000 acres of forest 
and farmland, and displaced 1 ,500 families, so the Penta
gon could build SRS. At one point, the bomb factory em
ployed 38,000 people. 

- SRS Citizens Advisory Board. May 14, 2012; Aiken 
Standard, May 22; DNFSB Recommendation 2012-1 to DOE 
Sec., May 21; & Augusta Chronicle, July 25 & May 18, 2012 

By Bon.nie Urfer 

Canada's nuclear waste keeps piling up and the gov
ernment has announced plans to bury it underground on the 
shores of the Great Lakes. The country's 22 reactors have 
accumulated some 48,000 tons of high-level waste that its 
producers want buried in an attempt to isolate it for all time. 
Currently, Canada's waste reactor fuel rods are being stored 
at reactor sites at Pickering, Darlington and Bruce. 

Ontario Power Generation (OPG), which owns all 
20 reactors in Ontario, has proposed two dumps: one for 
"low" and "intermediate" level radioactive trash just 1/2 
mile from the eastern shore of Lake Huron near Kincar
dine in Ontario; and a second for the more extremely ra
dioactive waste reactor fuel rods, at Saugeen Shores, On
tario. The Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 
is in the process of reviewing the proposed 2,230 foot 
"Deep Geologic Repository" set for construction near the 
Bruce complex with its nine reactors, on the Lake Huron 
shoreline southwest of Owen Sound in Ontario. The Great 
Lakes area is just one of many being considered for a deep 
permanent repository. 

The "low/intermediate" dump project falls under 
the direction of the Canadian Environmental Assessment 
Agency which adm.inisters an assessment process, identi
fies environmental effects and figures out how to address 
problems. 

"Low-" and " Intermediate-" Level Waste 
Local businesses have lauded the OPG company's 

plan for a dump at Bruce, as do the Kincardine and Dis-

Careful with that 
Crummy Containment 
The only nuclear reactor in Quebec, Gentilly-2, is fall

ing apart. Eroding concrete has forced federal licensing 
officials to suggest that the aging reactor is in dire need 
of refurbishing. Gentilly-2 is at the end of its service life 
and Quebecois officials are under pressure as they decide 
whether to foot the $2 to $3 billion bill to refurbish the 
crumbling foundation and relicense the reactor, or pay 
$1.6 billion to just close the machine permanently. Of 
particular concern for any "life extension" is the dome
shaped containment building that encloses the 675-mega
watt CANDU-6 reactor. The 3-foot thick, steel-reinforced 
concrete structure serves as the final physical barrier 
against radioactive contamination escaping into the atmo
sphere around Becancour, on the south shore of the St. 
Lawrence River. an hour's drive northeast of Montreal. 

A 2010 report by the Canadian Nuclear Safety Com
mission (CNSC) says "Special attention is needed for the 
containment structure in the longer term since it has been 
identified that containment concrete suffers from" a com
mon type of concrete decay called alkali-silica reaction. 

Meanwhile, concrete degradation has surfaced in the 
reactor containment buildings of three U.S. reactors. The 
NRC recently warned operators here that strength assump
tions used in original containment building design plans 
"may no longer hold true," if alkali-silica reaction and its 
telltale cracks and fissures are present. 

Alkali-silica reaction occurs when certain forms of 
silica in the bulk material, such as crushed rock and sand, 
react in the presence of water and chemicals commonly 
found in cement paste such as sodium or potassium. The 
reaction produces a gel that forms in the pores of the con
crete and then expands, causing stress and cracking. Over 
time, those cracks can join together to form larger fissures 
and compromise the concrete's structural integrity. "The 
potential mechanical consequences of the chemical reac
tion, in terms of ultimate resistance of structural elements 
and overall structural behavior, are unknown," according 
to the CNSC. - (Toro.nto) National Post, July 8; Vancouver 
News, June 8; & Montreal Gazette, July 9, 2012- PVB 

URANIUM T~REAT 
I 

Uranium mining causes radioactive contamination. 
Companies involved in underground, open pit or in-situ 
extraction deal with mine flooding, cave-ins and leaks -
and mountains of tailings that contaminate land and water. 

To try to contain radiation, miners use pipes, tubing, 
pumps, timber, bulkheads, barges, suction systems and 
even molasses mixed with alcohol. None of it really works. 

People in Cation City, Colorado live with poisoned 
groundwater. A Superfund "cleanup .. project - ongoing 
since 1984 at the shutdown Cotter Corporation uranium 
mill - has stalled. The water was contaminated by a leak
ing waste pond and radioactive tailings situated near the 
Arkansas River. Cotter, a subsidiary of General Atomics, 
is prepared to abandon up to 15 million tons of its ura
nium tailings by capping them and twning the land over 
to the federal government. John Hamrick, Cotter's VP for 
milling, said it would take 1 00 train cars moving five days 
a week over five to ten years to remove the radioactive 
tailings. For 50 years, the Cotter Uranium Mill fed the nu
clear weapons and reactor industry. The Colorado Depart
ment of Public Health and Environment (DPHE) says the 
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groundwater around the Cotter tailings pond needs to be 
monitored "in perpetuity." 

Cotter Corp. contaminated Denver water supplies 
with its flooded underground Schwartzwalder Mine near 
Golden. The company rerouted Ralston Creek to prevent 
contaminated water from further entering a Denver drink
ing water reservoir. Future prevention costs are likely to 
exceed $10 million, with no guarantee of success. State 
regulations that protect water from in-situ mining companies 
have been challenged in court by Powertech, a Canadian min
ing operation. In July the state beat back the company's 
attempt to weaken water protection regulations. In March 
2011, the Colorado DPHE issued a radioactive materials li
cense to Energy Fuels for its Pinon Ridge uranium process
ing mill in the southwest corner of Colorado. The license 
was challenged by the NRC and, separately, in U.S. Dis
trict Court in Denver by the towns of Telluride and Ophir 
who sued fearing contamination, lack of cleanup funds and 
an illegal regulatory process. The suit is pending. 

- Denver Post, May 6 & .hme 24; Summit County Citizens' 
Voice, Jwte 14 & July 15; Cafion City Daily Record, July 26; Mon
troseDaily Press, Jwte 14,2012- BLU 

trict Chamber of Commerce and the construction industry. 
The Penetangore Regional Economic Development Cor
poration (an area coalition of business sharks anticipating 
a government spending frenzy), says that waste has been 
safely stored at Bruce for 40 years so more will not hurt. 
The business community calls it an "opportunity." 

Canada proposes to stash radioactive trash such as 
gloves, clothes and mops, plus specially encased more high
ly contaminated junk such as filters and reactor parts- not 
any used fuel - in excavated caverns near Lake Huron. 

Thus far, citizens could participate in the process only 
from afar. No questions were allowed at a Feb. 21 "panel 
orientation" where government and industry spokesper
sons laid out the dump plan. At another forwn addressing 
the project held on Aug. 23, only 10 citizens were allowed 
to attend. The government has established a three-person 
Joint Review Panel to examine the environmental effects, 
obtain information necessary for licensing consideration, 
prepare a site and construct the deep geologic tomb. 

Beyond Nuclear reports that the Nuclear Waste Man
agement Organization (NWMO), comprised of Canada's 
nuclear utilities, has been hired by OPG to represent it in 
the "low"f'intermediate" dump's Environmental Assess
ment proceeding. The NWMO is also in charge of the 
high-level radioactive waste dump site search in Canada. 

High-Level Waste 
The citing process for a permanent 250-acre high

level waste dump, spearheaded by the NWMO, began in 
2010. The selection is expected to take up to 10 years -
then at least 20 years to construct. Communities had until 
September 30 to sign up as potential "hosts" of the deadly 
waste site. More than two dozen towns volunteered and 
are in the running. Dump proponents claim that construct
ing a deep geologic tomb may provide 800 construction 
jobs and cost many billions of dollars. If completed, the 
site would provide hundreds of jobs - and the threat of 
radioactive contamination of the Great Lakes - into eter
nity which for some communities is a selling point. 

The bureaucrats should be flooded with letters. 
Write: Debra Myles, Joint Review Panel Co-Manager, 
c/o Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency, 160 
Elgin St, 22nd Floor, Ottawa, ON, KlA OID, and/or 
Canadian Nudur Safety Commission, P.O. Box 1046, 
Station B - 280 Slater St, Ottawa, ON, KIP SS9. 

-Toronto Star, June 26; Saugeen Ttmes, June 12; CKNX
FM Radio Ontario, July 24; (Sault Ste Marie) Saultstar.com, July 
18; Special to QMI Agency, July 28; Clinton News Record, July 
27; Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency, June 29; Ha
nover Post, Aug. 8, 2012 

Marines: First to Pollute 
The El Toro Marine Corps Air Station in lrvine, Cali

fornia closed in 1999, but radioactive and other contami
nation from military operations remain. Declared a Super
fund cleanup site in 1990, the 4, 700-acre base is laden with 
battery acids, PCBs, leaded fuels, trichloroethene (TCE), 
perchloroethylene and glow-in-the-dark radium-226 paint 
The work of applying radium paint to instruments, gauges 
and dials took place in Hangar 296 which has been indefi
nitely shuttered. The paint has been detected in ground
water beneath the hanger, beneath floors above and below 
the paint area, in duct work and at dump sites around the 
base. An area once used for radium painting later became 
an administrative work space sometime in the '60s, and as 
many as 300 people worked in that hostile environment The 
sewer system under Hangar 296 may also be contaminated. 

Groundwater contamination from TCE has spread more 
than three miles beyond base boundaries. Ordnance used 
at the bombing range included hand grenades, land mines, 
cluster bombs, rocket warheads and commercial explosives. 
Groundwater located at the center of the base is contaminat
ed with volatile organic compounds that were used in two 
aircraft hangars. Contaminated surface water flows into the 
Newport Bay Ecological Reserve approximately eight miles 
away. Territory near the old explosive ordnance disposal 
range has been saturated with perchlorate that drains to the 
Borrego Wash. Clean up may take decades. 

- VeteransToday.com. May 16 & March 10; Salem-News. 
com, May 15 & 16, 2012; and "El Toro Marine Corps Air Sta
tion," U.S. EPA, April 16,2012 
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Renewable Revolution or 
Nuclear Nightmares? 

By Ollver TickeD 

This 1111icle 11ppe11red in the Ecologist, July 13, 2012 

Shortly after the Fukushima nuclear catastrophe, the 
celebrated Guardian journalist George Monbiot published 
the most widely read article of his entire career. It was en
titled "Why Fukushima made me stop worrying and love 
nuclear power." Whatever you might think of his judge
ment, you cannot fault his sense of the dramatic, or the 
paradoxical. "As a result of the disaster at Fukushima, I 
am no longer nuclear-neutral," he announced. "I now sup
port the technology." 

Monbiot is not the first environmentalist to back 
nuclear power as the solution to climate change. But this 
article gave him an unequalled public profile among his 
pro-nuclear fellow-travellers, like Mark Lynas and former 
Green peace Director Stephen Tindale. And while his inter
vention has yet to split a single atom, it sent deep fissures 
running through the British Green movement. Until then. 
Greens of various hues were generally agreed that climate 
change was the world's greatest environmental threat, or 
something close to it. But on the question of how to re
spond, there was no universal accord - rather an agree
ment to differ, and to let sleeping dogs lie. 

By coming out so forcefully for nuclear power, Mon
biot brought that accommodation to an end. Suddenly 
Greens had to come down on one side of the nuclear de
bate or the other, or hover uncomfortably between the two, 
wondering whose judgement to trust in an increasingly 
complex and at times vicious debate. The Green instinct 
has always been to oppose nuclear power. But if it really 
is the only viable way for the world to curtail carbon emis
sions, then we must surely accept it. To borrow a thought 
from Sellar and Yeatrnan 's 1066 and All That, it is better to 
be right but repulsive than romantic but wrong. 

So this is the question: does the world need nucle
ar power for us to solve the climate crisis, as Monbiot 
claims? To borrow a second thought, this time from Mar
garet Thatcher, must we accept that there is no alternative? 

Let's look at the figures. In 2010 the world demand for 
primary energy was equivalent to 12,000 million tons of oil 
(Mtoe), 87% of which was provided by oil, gas and coal. Nu
clear power contributed a gross 626 M toe, about 5% of the 
total, while renewables accounted for 935 Mtoe, almost 8%. 

To solve the climate problem, the world must not only 
reverse the trend of increasing carbon emissions over the 
next few decades, but bring them down to less than they 
are now. So can nuclear power do it? Assume a 2% growth 
in primary energy demand per year over the next 35 years, 
and that demand will double to some 24,000 M toe. Rely on 
nuclear power to accommodate all the growth, and knock 
out 4,000 M toe-worth of coal, and it will have to produce 
16,000 Mtoe of energy per year - a 25-fold increase on 
its current level. 

Today the world has 440 operational nuclear reactors, 
so 25 times more means 11 ,000 reactors. To have these in 
35 years means building, on average, about one a day. Or 
in an exponential growth scenario, the world would need 
to sustain an annual increase of 8% per year in the number 
of operational nuclear reactors for 35 years. 

Given that nuclear power generation has Oatlined 
over the last decade, and has sharply declined in the last 
few years, that looks like a tall order. There are currently 
plans for about 200 new nuclear reactors around the world, 
mainly in China, the Middle East and the USA. But few 
observers expect all of these to be built, since the econom
ics of nuclear power are unattractive to private investors, 
owing to high construction cost, long lead time, electricity 
price uncertainty, political hazard and long-term liabilities. 
Realistically the world might build 100 or so new reactors 
over the coming decade or so- perhaps one every 35-50 
days. Over this same period a similar number of existing 
reactors will reach the end of their lives and close, leading 
to a net growth rate close to zero. 

That does not mean it's impossible to build I I ,000 
reactors in 35 years if the world dedicates sufficient re
sources to the task. At a construction cost of about $10 
billion per reactor, we would need to dedicate $I I 0 tril
lion, or about two years' gross world product, while also 
providing for long-term liabilities. But before we seriously 
consider doing so, we should ask what an 11 ,000-reactor 
world would be like. 

For a start, it would be much more radioactive than it 
is now. Routine radioactive discharges, for example of gas
eous fission products like xenon-133, would be 25 times 
greater. Serious accidents, such as those at Wmdscale, 
Three Mile Island, Chernobyl and Fukushima- the last of 
which came very close to making Tokyo uninhabitable for 
decades to come- would become commonplace events. 

To date the nuclear industry has produced one major 
radiation release for every 3,000 years of reactor opera
tion. On that basis our 11,000 reactors would give us four 
such events a year. Safer reactor design would reduce the 
danger, but as nuclear power reaches into countries where 
safety standards are not so exacting as in the UK. the U.S., 
Russia and Japan, and where suitably trained personnel 
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may be hard to recruit, the risk would surely rise. 
And what about the nuclear fuel? The only natu

rally occurring fissile substance, uranium-235, is in 
short supply, so to power all those reactors we will 
have to "breed" new fissile material. This may be done 
in two ways: by irradiating abundant uranium-238 
with neutrons to make fissile plutonium-239, or by 
irradiating abundant thorium-232 with neutrons to 
make fissile uranium-233. And to use the newly bred 
fissile material, it has to be reprocessed- a complex, 
expensive, hazardous and polluting process that inevi
tably discharges significant amounts of radiation into 
the environment. 

A further hazard is that both plutonium-239 and 
uranium-233 can be used to make nuclear bombs, so 
the wholesale expansion of nuclear power and the 
widespread use of breeder reactors would create an 
uncontrollable proliferation hazard. The world al
ready has some 2,000 tons of weapons-grade plutonium 
and uranium, and is producing a further 75 tons of plu
tonium per year from its 440 reactors. Just 8 kilograms 
[ 17.6 lbs] of plutonium is enough to make a small nuclear 
bomb, so it is inconceivable that proliferation could be con
tained securely in an 11,000-reactor world producing enough 
plutonium for hundreds of thousands of bombs every year. 

So it seems that this 11 ,000-reactor world is not only 
an improbable one, but also decidedly unpleasant. But 
what's the alternative? Other than nuclear, what other low
carbon energy sources could possibly rise up to the chal
lenge? Renewables? Surely not! Most renewable energy 
production is from large hydroelectric dams, and there are 
very limited opportunities for expansion. And in 2010 re
newab1es other than hydro contributed just 160 Mtoe, a 
mere 1.5% of primary energy. 

"The rapid spread of solar power 
across China, India, Africa and Latin 

America is being driven not by 
subsidy but by the market" 

However, non-hydro renewables are growing very 
fast - up I 5% in 2010. And within this figure just three 
power sources are responsible for most of the growth: 
wind power, solar photo voltaic (PV) and solar bot wa
ter. From 2005 to 2010, global solar hot water and wind 
power capacity both grew at 25% per year, while solar PV 
capacity grew at over 50% per year. If these growth rates 
were to be sustained for 35 years, wind capacity would 
rise 6,300-fold from 200 gigawatts (GW) in 2010 to about 
1.25 million GW, solar hot water 6,300-fold from 185 GW 
to 1.15 miJJion GW, and solar PV 40 million-fold from 40 
GW to 1.6 billion GW. 

These figures are not predictions. Exponential growth 
will not continue for so long, as prime sites for wind tur
bines and solar panels get used up. Other technologies, 
such as concentrated solar power, will also become im
portant. And there wiJJ be demand-side constraints: the 
projected 1.6 billion GW of solar PV capacity alone would 
produce over 3 billion billion kilowatt hours per year, 
equivalent to a primary energy bum of some 30 million 
M toe - over 1,000 times our projected world primary en
ergy demand in 35 years. We would not even know what 
to do with so much energy. 

But while not predictive, the figures are highly indica
tive of the low-carbon energy choices the world should 
make. The one, nuclear power, is expensive and becoming 
more so. It will be a practical impossibility to increase its 
capacity to a scale big enough to make a real difference to 
global climate within a realistic time frame. Worse, if we 
were somehow to build our 11 ,000 nuclear reactors, we 
would face the certainty of repeated catastrophic accidents 
and the spread of nuclear weapons, not to mention un
imaginable liabilities for decommissioning and long-term 
nuclear-waste management. We can fairly say that nuclear 
power is both repulsive and utterly wrong. 

The other choice, renewable power, already costs less 
than fossil fuels for many applications, thanks in large part 
to generous subsidies in Germany, Japan and other coun
tries, which have had the effect of greatly reducing prices. 
Solar electricity is now cheaper than power from diesel 
generators in the tropics and subtropics - and so the rapid 
spread of solar power across China, India, Africa and Latin 
America is being driven not by subsidy but by the market. 
And it is getting cheaper all the time as increased demand, 
caused by its lower price, stimulates greater competition 
among manufacturers, technological advance, and even 
greater price falls, in a delightful virtuous circle. More
over, renewable energy is free of catastrophic dangers and 
long-term liabilities. It is both romantic and right. 

That does not mean that the transition to a renew
able energy world will be easy or straightforward. We will 
need: to recoofigure power grids so they operate as net
works accepting high volumes of"embedded generation," 
not just as distribution systems; to build new long-distance 
electricity links to smooth out fluctuations in supply and 
demand; to develop the technologies to convert electrical 

power into liquid fuels for road vehicles and aviation; to 
create "smart grids" in which the demand for power re
sponds to the available supply; to find ways to store sur
plus power for those days or weeks when the wind isn't 
blowing and the sun isn't shining; and to waste less of the 
energy that we produce. All of this will require considerable 
investment in research, development, manufacture and instal
lation - and will incidentally create many millions of jobs. 

All the more reason then not to throw our finite na
tional capital into the bottomless pit of nuclear subsidies. 
Currently 86% of the entire budget of the UK's Depart
ment of Energy and Climate Change is dedicated to de
commissioning old power stations - power stations that 
have already cost the country dearly to build and operate. 
Any more money we throw at nuclear power now will only 
create additional liabilities for us and for generations to come. 

As for renewables, wind, solar PV and solar hot wa
ter technologies have already reached a point of no return. 
The question is not whether they will come to dominate 
world energy supply, but when. By investing wisely in the 
critical enabling technologies, Britain can make a huge 
contribution to bringing that time forward, not just here 
in the UK but across the world. To really make a differ
ence to global climate, and to achieve energy security and 
abundance for ourselves and for the wider world, we must 
wholeheartedly back the renewable revolution - and 
bring a decisive end to the nuclear nightmare. 

- Oliver1ickell is the founder of Nuclear Pledge. 
www.nuclearpledge.com 

Vogtle's Construction Costs 
Spiraling Out of Control 

Back in February of this year the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission granted a license for the construction of two 
new reactors at Southern Company's Vogtle reactor near 
Augusta, Georgia. It was the first approval of a new reac
tor since before Three Mile Island 's partial meltdown in 
1'979. The Obama administration and the Energy Depart
ment promised more than $8 billion in loan guarantees to 
help the builders protect themselves from skittish inves
tors. Just three months after receiving a license the project 
is facing a cost overrun of more than $900 million as well 
as construction delays. 

The original cost estimate for the project was $14 
biJJion. An astounding $4 billion has already been spent 
digging foundations and laying pipe. Southern Co. offi
cials say the cost overruns stem from a delayed federal 
licensing process. According to August filings with the 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Southern Co. 
believes its primary manufacturer, Westinghouse, should 
absorb the costs of the delay, although the company pub
licly acknowledged its share of the overrun. The latest ad
mission of problems at Vogtle follow recent reports about 
grading issues under the reactor's foundations, improperly 
installed rebar that has slowed the project and dozens 6f 
proposed amendments to the project's federal license. 

The same filing openly warned of additional cost over
runs, noting that, "Additional claims are expected to arise 
throughout the construction ofVogtle 3 and 4." No details 
were provided on how high the losses could go above and 
beyond the nearly $1 billion current overrun. 

Setbacks caused by construction delays, endless price 
"overages" and the ever-present threat of investor deser
tions (as with Constellation Energy's recent exit from the 
Calvert Cliffs project), mean that Georgia's ratepayers will 
be on the hook for this nuclear-powered electricity, if it's 
ever produced, and U.S. taxpayers will be carrying the fi
nancial risk because of the federal loan guarantee. All this, 
and construction is only six months old. 

Thankfully this is the only new reactor construction 
moving ahead in the U.S. Utilities around the country are 
waiting to see just how construction at Vogtle proceeds 
and at what cost. Con.Sidering the number of corporate gi
ants abandoning nuclear power (see p.ll ), its seems the 
writing's on the wall: it's not "too cheap to meter" but too 
costly to matter. - PVB 
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Trouble with 
NASA's Curiosity 

By Paul Vos Benkowski 

NASA has been using plutonium-238 "batteries" to 
power its spaceships' electronics since the '60s. They have 
used it to run systems on close-in military satellites and 
spacecraft, but a public relations problem surfaced when 
those early missions ended - leaving in orbit the radio
active junk that may or may not fall to earth. Now NASA 
only sends plutonium-based Radioactive Therman Genera
tors (RTGs) up in things that hopefully won't come crash
ing back, like the rover Curiosity (pictured) that recently 
landed on Mars. This little 'bot is not only powered by plu
tonium, but NASA worries that its supply of deadly material 
is dwindling. Today, with the plutonium-powered likes of 
Curiosity on Mars, two Voyager spacecraft near the outer so
lar system, Cassini circling Saturn and New Horizons heading 
toward Pluto, NASA scientists are itching to have the DOE 
make more plutonium "fuel," something it hasn't done since 
the end of the cold war H-bomb build-up of the 1980s. 

Plutonium-238 is an extremely radioactive byproduct 
of making plutonium-239 - the core of thermonuclear 
bombs. In order to make plutonium-239, military pro
duction reactors were built at Hanford, Washington and 
elsewhere. The fissioning of uranium fuel inside reactors 
turns some into plutonium. The government removes the 
hot fuel rods and " reprocesses" the uranium-plutonium 
mix in acids, toxic chemicals and solvents to extract the 
plutonium. As well as plutonium-239 for thousands of H
bombs, the work produced an even more radioactive waste 
- plutonium-238- which NASA's scientists decided to 

The price to restart production is expected to be $75 to $90 
million over five years, and NASA and the DOE want to 
split the bill between them. That's how they've done this sort 
of thing in the past, because even though NASA will use the 
material, only the DOE is allowed to produce and manage 
plutonium, the most toxic substance known to science. 

With our earth already c<>ntarninated by six decades 
of radioactive waste, one has to question the logic of start
ing up a program to produce more waste in order to send a 
robot loaded with plutonium to another planet. But to the 
politicos in Washington this sort of expense doesn't seem 
to matter as Bethany Johns pleads to Congress, "Our per
spective is, we don't really care where the money comes 
from, as long as we get the money, because we need to start 
immediately." - Home Science, Aug. 20; Common Dreams, 
Aug. 6; New York 1imes, JuJy 31 & Aug. 6, 2012; & National 
Public Radio, Nov. 8, 2011 

Russia Used Seas for 
Vast Radiation Dumping 

Russia has announced an enormous "find" of radioac
tive waste, including whole reactors, that the former USSR 
dum~d in the Arctic. Five fully-loaded reactors, 17,000 
contal:flers of waste, 19 ships containing radioactive trash, 
735 pteces of heavy and contaminated machinery and an 
entire K-27 submarine with two propulsion reactors load
ed with fuel are among the materials dumped. The list of 
wastes, ships and machinery underwater may not be com
plete due to lax record keeping by the USSR. The K-27 
sub was sunk in the Stepovogo Bay in the K.ara Sea in 
1981. Waste from nuclear-powered icebreakers was some
times dumped overboard. Bellona, an international envi
ronmental activist network, began working on uncovering 
the Soviet dumping in 1992. 

According to papers presented at a Moscow forum 
organized last February by Bellona and Rosatom Rus
sia's state nuclear corporation, the uranium fuel rocb in the 
sunken submarine reactors actually pose a risk of going 
"critical" and exploding beneath the sea. Interest in oil 
exploration and extraction prompted the current move to 
jointly find, assess and work on a plan to remove the most 
dangerous of the radioactive sources. Russia and Norway 
conducted joint expeditions in 1992, 1993 and 1994. Rus
sia has been actively working to scuttle bad publicity of its 
environmental disasters including tweaking the intemet to 
remove news of its radioactively contaminated areas. Rus
sia intends to build eight new nuclear-anned, nuclear-pow
ered submarines by 2020 at a cost of some $621 billion. 

- Reuters, JuJy 30; Moscow Times, Aug. 7; Bellona, Aug. 
28; Der Speigel, Aug. 24,2012 

use in RTGs for space exploration. 
The I 0 pounds of plutonium loaded into the $2.5 bil

lion Curiosity mission represent a significant fraction of 
So. Carolina Rejects Jersey's Radioactive Turf 

the shrinking inventory. "I can't tell you exact.ly what that The state of South Carolina has refused to allow ra
fraction is," Len Dudzinski, the program executive for ra- dioactive trash from New Jersey to be dumped at one of 
dioisotope power systems at NASA headquarters, told the its mega-dumps, the Lee County LanclfiJI near Bishopville. 
press. "The DOE knows the exact amount of plutonium Republic Services Co. operates the Iandfill where it boasts 
that we have, and they don't ordinarily share that number good environmental practices, and it wanted the hot con
publicly." NASA scientists are now scrambling to force tract. The SC State Department of Health and Environ
the government to make more, but they are finding that it mental Control originally granted approval to the move, 
sometimes seems easier to chart a course across the solar but later rescinded it pending improvements at the site and 
system than to navigate the budget process inside Wash- additional permit requirements. Republic Services then 
ington, DC. Space exploration advocates point out that it decided it didn't want the contract bad enough to pay for 
will take years to get the plutonium production process new safeguards. At this point, the destination of New ]er
started, so delays now couJd have consequences later, like sey's 300 rail cars, that hold from 60,000 to 780,000 tons 
no longer being able to send robots to far away planets. of radioactively contaminated dirt, remains unknown. 

"It takes at feast five years to get enough for one Republic Services compensated area residents with 
spacecraft," says Bethany Johns, a public policy expert $2.3 million in March for producing an overpowering 
with the American Astronomical Society, who has been stench. How might they do with radioactive releases? 
lobbying Congress on this issue. "So there's a long time South Carolina is home to the Barnwell " low-level" ra
between turning on the switch at the facility and then actu- dioactive waste dump, the only site in the state permitted to 
ally producing enough that can be handled by humans to take nuclear trash. New Jersey, Connecticut and So. Carolina 
put into a spacecraft." have formed a "compact" to deaJ with their radioactive waste 

Still the agencies have run into trouble convincing and it's cheaper to dump in SC than any other state. 
Congress to accept their plan for how to deal with the costs. The DOE's plutonium production at SC's Savannah 

River Site has notoriously contaminated hundreds of square 

Problems at Reactors Near You: the Hot List 
Nukewatcb staff 

• On June 20, explosives were left on a forklift that was 
headed into Sweden's four-reactor Ringhals complex. "Se
curity" was increased and the government was investigating. 
• A January shutdown of Exelon's Byron reactor in Il
linois, revealed that a possible design flaw could affect 
key safety equipment. "Unbalanced voltage" can enter the 
on-site power system and could damage the reactor core's 
cooling system by preventing emergency backup power 
from engaging. Operators at aU 104 U.S. reactors were 
given 90 days to provide information about their electrical 
systems to see if the problem is generic. 
• The Calhoun reactor in Nebraska has been off-line 
since April 2011. The site along the Missouri River was 
flooded and regulators identified safety violations that are 
keeping it shut down. In their decision to postpone restart, 
regulators cited an electrical fire a month after the flood in 
June 2011, failure of a key electrical part during a 2010 
test, cracks discovered in a broken pressurizer beater used 
in water temperature reguJation and lack of flood planning. 
• Both reactors at Limerick in Pennsylvania appear 
shaky. Unit 1 had to be manually shut down when a 13-ki
Iovolt transfonner failed, and an electrical disturbance 
caused a loss of power to cooling equipment. Two safety 
systems designed to isolate radiation failed in Unit 2, and a 
valve on the reactor's steam piping system -replaceable 
only when the reactor is shutdown - may have caused a 
rise in temperatures. 
• Two of Minnesota's three reactors were shut down for 
repairs August 14. Inside the 40-year-old containment 
structure at Monticello,just west of the Twin Cities, gasket 
failure caused a worrisome leak. One of Prairie Island's 
units near Red Wing shut down because of exhaust leaks in 
both of its inoperable emergency backup diesel generators. 
• Oyster Creek in New Jersey was shut down when it lost 
off-site power from the grid when the 230-kilovolt line 
feeding the reactor shorted. While Oyster "Creak" - the 
oldest operating U .S. reactor - is shutdown, operators 
will compile a list of needed repairs. 
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• At Palisades in Michigan, a tank holding 300,000 gal
lons of radioactive water intended for cooling the core dur
ing emergencies is leaking. 'Ibe reactor was shutdown, af
ter another leak, this time in a control rod drive mechanism 
inside the containment building, was discovered Aug. 12. 
Palisades, with one of the industry's worst safety records, 
went back on-line August 30. 
• Three Mile Island's Unit 1 was shut down August 22 
because of a leak in the cooling system. During the auto
matic shutdown or "trip," several automatic turbine bypass 
valves failed and needed manual operation. 
.. Cracks in a steel reactor vessel in one of Belgium's eight 
nukes may hint at similar flaws around the world. The same 
problems may exist in reactors in the U.S., Switzerland, 
Spain and another in Belgium. The cracked Doe! reactor 
near Antwerp is not expected to restart any time soon. 

Nationwide & Global 
Action to "Ground the Drones" 

Please join the international effort for co
ordinated, regional and local actions of 

protest and nonviolent resistance against 
the use of pilotless drones for military 

and extrajudicial killing. Suggested 
dates for actions include: "Keep Space 
for Peace Week," Oct. 6-13; Gandhi's 

birthday, Oct. 2; and the United Nations 
International Day of Peace Sept. 21. As 
they are announced action plans will be 

posted at nukeresister.org/future-actions. 

If your group plans an action, send 
Information for listing to 
nukeresister@igc.org. 

miles, as have numerous landfills and incinerators. The state, 
~own for lax environmental standards and enforcement, typ
tcally embraces landfills and has been called a "pay toilet." 

The trainload of radwaste is from a clean-up and devel
opment project at the mouth of New Jersey's Raritan River, 
20 miles south of New York City. National Lead, Inc., which 
worked on nuclear bombs and reactor fuel reprocessing in the 
'40s and '50s, contaminated the area with PCBs, toxins and 
radioactive wastes. 

The area - now a superfund site - is prime for devel
opment, and the Sayreville Seaport Company has plans for 
hotels, residential tracts, retail space and a 2.5-mile public 
waterfront project. All of its dreams are on hold pending 
cleanup. According to a Post and Courier report, Sayreville 
is appealing the SC HeaJth Department's ruling, saying it vio
lates the federal commerce clause. 

-The (Sumter, SC) Item, July 3; The State, July I; Charles
ton Post and Cour~r; San Francisco Chronicle, Aug. 21; & AP, 
Aug. 28, 2012-BLU 

Holey Davis-Besse 
By PauJ Vos Beokowski 

After radioactive coolant was found to be leaking at 
the dangerous Davis-Besse nuclear reactor in northern 
Ohio, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) was 
quic~ to trot out a series of misleading claims, and Con
gressman Dennis Kucinich, D-OH, was quick to call them 
lies. According to the NRC, "there was a minor cooling
system leak found during inspections before a post-refu
eling restart'' and "it may have contained trace amounts 
of reactor water" but was properly contained and did not 
pose a public hazard. A spokesman for Davis-Besse owner 
FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Corp. said the company 
was "in the process of repairing the small pinhole defect 
identified during startup inspections." The leak occurred 
in a three-quarter-inch weld on a cooling-system pipe. The 
coolant was collected in a containment-sump system de
signed to capture and process such leaks. None was re
leased from the reactor, First Energy said. 

The leak occurred as the company is applying for an 
extension of the reactor 's operating license. Opponents 
have petitioned the NRC to consider the October 2011 dis
covery of hairline cracks in Davis-Besse's outer concrete 
shield, or "containment." In a report filed last February, the 
company blamed the cracks on windblown moisture that 
seeped into the concrete during the blizzard of 1978, then 
froze. The company says there was no evidence the cracks 
had spread since then. All of this has led to Representative 
Kucinich's letter to the NRC, asking the Inspector General 
to investigate misleading and inaccurate statements made 
by NRC officials about the series of failures at Davis
Besse. 

Kucinich wrote in part: "FirstEnergy has consistently 
misled the public about the nature and extent of problems 
at Davis-Besse. We need an NRC that tells the oublic the 
truth, not one that merely repeats the soothing, but mis
leading, statements of the reactor's operator. I am there
fore asking for an independent investigation of the reasons 
behind the disparity between the public statements made 
by the NRC and the full truth, will prevent further degra
dation of NRC's credibility as a regulator capable of ob
jectivity." 

- Toledo Blade, Sepl 3; Associated Press. June 8, 2012 
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Pilgrim's Pickets 
In spite of winning a 20-year operating license 

extension from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) on May 25, opponents continue their protests 
against the 40-year-old Pilgrim reactor located on 
Cape Cod Bay. After attorneys for the group Pilgrim 
Watch demanded a bearing to address weaknesses in 
the reactor revealed by Japan's Fukusbima disaster, 
the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) met 
with the group June 7 in Boston, to determine whether 
the non-profit group has standing to challenge NRC 
orders. The ASLB will also consider a broader eviden
tiary hearing based on Pilgrim Watch's claims that re
actor improvements don't go far enough to guarantee 
public safety around the reactor which is of the same 
GE-design as the destroyed units at Fukushima. 

The "Lizard's Revenge" car in 
Olympic Dam site. 

a protest of AustraUa 's Outside the Boston meeting, two groups marched 

Aussies Resist Uranium 
Mining & Waste Dumping 

Protesters at the BHP Billiton uranium mine in Austra
lia had a two-hour standoff with police in July outside the 
Olympic Dam site in Australia's South Central outback. 

A $30 billion expansion project at Olympic Dam 
spurred about 400 people to demonstrate for five days at 
the site. On July t 5, marchers were blocked by police who 
alleged that the protestors had violated a promise not to 
use cars. Organizers argued that pushing a disabled "Liz
ard car" was allowed during the event they called "Liz
ard's Revenge." A march took place July 16 and the next 
day six people were arrested for staging a "breakfast not 
bombs" event on a road near the mine. The action diverted 
trucks intending to enter. Later the same day seven people 
were taken into custody for playing cricket in the road. On 
the I 8th, another I 3 people were arrested after engaging 
in bottle-tossing at the police. Headquarters for BHP Bil
liton are in London, which was not spared from protest. 
If completed, the Olympic Dam expansion would make it 
the world's largest open-pit mine. Activists showed up in 
court at Port Augusta and those who pled guilty were fined 
$150. Further court appearances have been scheduled for 
September. 

Australians are also working against a radioactive 
waste dump at Muckaty cattle station in the central North
em Territory, which was approved March 13, 2012 and 
is now seven years into development. Traditional own
ers have filed suit to keep the dump off their land. Dump 
opponents claim that the repository location selection has 
not been based on science but expediency. The Australian 
Council of Trade Unions has expressed its disappointment 
over the dump's approval. Port of Darwin union members 
joined the protests there saying they don't want to handle 
radioactive waste. 

Traditional owners of the lands around Kakadu Na
tional Park have been successful in blocking the extraction 
of 14,540 tons from the Koongarra uranium ore deposit 
worth $5 billion. The Northern Land Council and the Na
tional Heritage Committee, representing native titles, ex
tended the park boundaries to encompass the uranium site 
acquired by Areva in 1995. Next on the list for saving is 
the Jabiluka uranium deposit. Uranium from the Ranger 
mine, also adjacent to Kakadu National Park, provided the 
uranium now contaminating the air, water and land from 
Fukushima.-ABC News, July 16 & Aug. 9; Financial Re
view, A.delaideNow & The Advertiser, July 17; Port Stephens Ex
aminer, July 13, 2012 

New Reactor Plans 
Slammed in S. Mrica 
Participants in a pro-nuclear conference at the Indus

trial Development Corporation office in Johannesburg, or
ganized by the Cape Town-based Omega Investment Re
search were met with protests last May. Dozens of people 
showed up to disrupt the dirty business. Private security 
guards assaulted protesters with batons but no charges 
have been filed against the officers. 

Speakers at the conference included South Africa's 
Deputy President Kgalema Motlanthe and the Minister of 
Energy, Dipuo Peters, as well as other "high-ranking" del
egates who advocated building several power reactors on 
the African continent. 

Greenpeace activists who bad dressed in radiation suits 
and locked themselves in chains blocked the entrance to 
the venue. Protesters also carried hundreds of black bags 
and barrels representing radioactive waste. South Africa is 
the only country on the continent that has a nuclear reactor. 
Critics of the expansion plans say the government is mov
ing ahead with new reactors as if they were a done deal. 
The reactor proposals, mostly prepared in secret, could 
cost $127 billion. AIIAfrica, the Cape Town-based news 
service, said, "In place of conferences seeking to promote 
outdated nuclear technology in Africa, we should be see
ing talks focusing on how renewable energy can create 
energy security, empower local communities and combat 
climate change."-A. I /Africa, May 28; Kalahari.com, May 29; 
UPI, May 30;Afiiquejet.com Aug. 7, 2012 
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in protest. Nuclear workers were picketing because Pil-
grim's owners Entergy Nuclear had locked out 250 union 

members during their contract talks and was using replacements 
who, the union warned. couldn't safely run the reactor. Entergy ac
cused the union of compromising safety. Separately, environmen
talists called for the reactor's permanent shutdown. 

Preparations are underway for a $65 million ''dry cask" waste 
storage system. Pilgrim's elevated radioactive waste cooling pool 
now has 3,270 hot fuel bundles, although it was originally de
signed to hold only 880. Tritium has leaked from the pool. 

On May 20, t 4 people were arrested for trespass at Pilgrim 
when they tried to deliver a letter demanding its closure. A jury 
trial has been scheduled for Feb. 25, 2013 for the 12 who have 
refused to plead guilty and pay a $25 fine. One day after the line
crossing, the reactor experienced an emergency bot shutdown. 
-Boston Herald, June 6; Cape Cod Times & AP, June 8; Wicked Local 
Plymouth & Patriot-Ledger, July 13, 2012 

lo Boston, the Pilgrim reactor was opposed from 
both sides of the square: Union members (top) pick
eted reactor owners Eotergy Nuclear, which bad 
locked them out during tabor negotiations. The 
same day, activists (bottom) called for its shut down. 

Faslane Peace Camp Celebrates 30 Years 
In hooor of Faslaoe Peace Camp's 30 years of activism outside the gates of Britain's Trident base on Gare 

Loch, three men cUmbed 165 feet up the Glasgow landmark Fioniestoo Crane June 10, and unfurled their anti
war banner (above). The three spent 14 hours atop the structure before cUmbiog down and being arrested. Peace 
activists at Fulaoe have planned 30 days of actions, including a two-day peace walk from Glasgow to Faslaoe, 
to protest Britain's Trident submarine fleet and its nuclear weapons poUcy. Participants in the Faslaoe Camp in
cluded members of the Clandestine Insurgent Rebel Clown Army, which says lt rebels "because we love life and 
happiness more than 'revolution.' Because no revolution is ever complete and rebellions continue forever." Send 
your congratulations and thanks to: Faslaoe Peace Camp, Sbaodoo, Heleosburgh, G84 8NN. 

No Nukes in India 
On India's far southern tip, 250 children delivered a 

petition to a District Collectorate August 13, demanding 
that the Kudankulam Nuclear Power Project (KKNPP) 
halt its operations. The chiJdren came from Idinthakari 
- the hamlet closest tO KKNPP - and from surround
ing villages. The petition read in part, "The K.KNPP will 
undermine our peaceful living in our birthplaces. We ap
peal to the Chief Minister and the Prime Minister not to 
go ahead with this nuclear program." In response, the De
partment of Social Defence is threatening action against 
school authorities who failed to stop children from partici
pating in protests. A campaign to ban the reactors has been 
on-going for decades, but has increased in intensity since 
Japan's Fukushima catastrophe. Hunger strikes, marches 
and gatherings continue despite the threat of life in prison 
for conviction. Throughout India, anti-nuclear protesters 
have been fined, arrested, jailed, beaten and even deprived 
of food and water by police. 

The petition warns that the government is moving 
ahead with reactor plans without conducting mandatory 
disaster management exercises, and it demands further 
that the pro-nuclear position of the government be sub
jected to an impartial analysis. 

Indian government and regulatory agencies have re
acted harshly to the protests, and some 7,000 people face 
charges of sedition and war against India for protesting, ac
cording to the news weekly Tehe/lw. At an August 22 public 
hearing in New Delhi, author and social activist Arundha
ti Roy announced that .. During the past 365 days locals 
who number around 4,000 have been protesting every 
day." Roy alleged that the government was lying when it 
charged that f6reign hands were behind the agitation. In 
spite of pending court cases and compromised safety due 
to welds in the reactor pressure vessel where there should 
be none, fueling of the reactor is taking place at KKNPP. 

-Amnesty International, June3; Timesoflndia,Aug. 14; The 
Hindu, Aug. 15; Countercurrents, Aug. 18,2012 
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Thousands of anti-nuclear activists from across the 
U.S. will converge on Washington, DC this September 20-
22 at the Rally for a Nuclear-Free Future. 

The three-day event, brought together by the Coali
tion Against Nukes (CAN), will feature: a C~ngres~i~nal 
briefing on nuclear dangers with Rep. Denms Kuctruch, 
D-OH; a peaceful demonstration at .the Nucl~~ Regula
tory Commission (NRC); a presentation of petitions. at the 
embassies of Japan and India and at the U.S. Capttol to 
increase awareness of the dangers of nuclear power reac-
tors and global spread of radiation. . . 

Confirmed speakers include nationally recogniZed ex
perts: Arjun Makhijani, president oftbe Institute for Ener
gy and Environmental Research; Amie Gundersen ofwww. 
Fairewinds;com; Alice Slater of the Nuclear Age Peace 
Foundation· Michael Mariotte of Nuclear Information and 
Resource S~rvice; Beyond Nuclear's reactor specialist Paul 
Gunter· author Harvey Wasserman of www.nukefree.org; 
Rep. ~is Kucinich; Green Party presidential candidate 
Jill Stein; and Japanese activist Yuko Tonohira. . 

"In the wake of the ongoing disaster at Fukush~ma, 
we are witnessing a mass uprising against nuclear power 
in Japan," said Gene Stone of Residents ~anized for a 
Safe Environment, a watchdog group working to keep the 
San Onofre reactors in Southern California shut down per
manently. "Let's hope that it doesn't take a m~jor nuclear 
catastrophe in the United States for the Amencan people 
to awaken to the dangers posed by the production of nu
clear energy." 

A vocal and visible grassroots anti-nuclear movement 
has re-emerged across the U.S. since the ongoing catas
trophe at Fukushima Daiichi began on March 11, 2011. 
Citizen watchdog groups from across the country have ex
pressed outrage over the U.S. government's reckless pro
nuclear agenda and the dangers posed by the deteriorating 
condition of the 104 aging nuclear reactors in the U.S.-
23 of them GE Mark I reactors, which are the same design 
as the melting Fukushima reactors in Japan. . 

Rally organizers have scheduled a range of actions: 
• Thursday, Sept. 20 -Parents and Children Against 

Nukes rally on the Capitol grounds (11:30-1 pm);. <?on
gressional briefing (2-4 pm); and a gathermg of mustctans, 
speakers and some surprise guests at Busboys and Poets. . 

• Friday, Sept. 21- International Nucl~ar-Free S~h
darity, with petitions to the Japanese and Indtan embasstes 
(9:30-11:30 am); A No Nukes/No War/Occup~ peaceful 
protest outside the NRC (2-5 pm); film screenmgs and a 
candlelight vigil. 

Blue Castle Holdings has proposed building two nu
clear reactors 5 miles west of Green River in Utalt. The site 
between I-70 and Book Cliffs would draw 50,000 acre-feet 
of water per year from the Green River four miles away, 
enough to supply a moderately sized Utalt city according 
to the Salt Lake 'Jribune. BCH hopes to have a reactor op
erating by 2020, but opponents have challenged the ~lan and 
over 100 demonstrators gathered near the proposed stte May 
19 to launch a cantpaign to keep Green River nuke-free. 

Half of the residents of Green River have serious con
cerns about the proposal. They do not want the radio~ve 
waste or contamination associated with nuclear operations. 
They don't want the Green and Colo~o Rivers con~i
nated. Distrust of Blue Castle runs high due to busmess 
dealings with LeadDog Capital, which.~ accused by ~e 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commtsston of scammmg 
investors. Opponents point to Utalt 's abandoned and still
polluting uranium mines and to Fukushima as pr~f of nu
clear power's destructiveness. The No Gree~ ~tver ~uke 
Coalition- Uraniutn Watch, HEAL Utah, Ltvmg Rivers, 
regional residents of Utalt and activists - .h~ vowed t~ 
keep the environment nuclear-free. Th~ coal!tton fi~ed swt 
in March challenging Utalt's state engmeers masstve wa
ter rights deal with Blue Castle. 

The business community supports Blue Castle and 
has offered land for a reactor site. Blue Castle must line 
up financing for the colossal boondoggle whose projected 
,costs include $100 million for licensing and at least $18 
billion for construction. Lawsuits, licensing delays, cheap
er alternatives and activists all stand in the way. 

- KLS Newsradio, May 20; Salt Lake Tribune, Jan. 
26 & May 19; and UPI, May 10, 2012 
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By Noam Chomsky, via AlterNet 

It is not easy to escape from one's skin, to see the world 
differently from the way it is presented to us day after day. 
But it is useful to try. Let's take a few examples. 

The war drums are beating ever more loudly over Iran. 
Imagine the situation to be reversed. . 

Iran is carrying out a murderous and destructive low
level war against Israel with great-power participation. Its 
leaders announce that negotiations are going nowhere. Is
rael refuses to sign the Non-Proliferation Treaty and allow 
inspections, as Iran has done; Israel continues to defy the 
overwhelming international call for a nuclear-weapons
free zone in the region. Throughout, Iran enjoys the sup-
port of its superpower patron. . . . . 

Iranian leaders are therefore announcmg thetr mtention 
to bomb Israel, and prominent Iranian military ana1y~ts re
port that the attack may happen before the U.S. electt~ns. 

Iran can use its powerful air force and new submannes 
sent by Germany, armed with nuclear missiles and sta
tioned off the coast of Israel. Whatever the timetable, Iran 
is counting on its superpower backer to join if not lead 
the assault. U.S. defense secretary Leon Panetta says that 
while we do not favor such an attack, as a sovereign coun-
try Iran will act in its best interests. . . 

All unimaginable, of course, though tt ts actually hap
pening, with the cast of ch~act~ revm:sed. True, analo
gies are never exact, and this one ts ~atr -to ~an. 

Like its patron, Israel resorts to VIOlence at wtll. It per
sists in illegal settlement in occupied territory, some an
nexed, all in brazen defiance of international !aw and the 
U.N. Security Council. It has repeatedly earned out bru
tal attacks against Lebanon and the imprisoned people of 
Gaza, killing tens of thousands without credible pretext. 

Thirty years ago Israel destroyed an Iraqi nuclear re
actor an act that has recently been praised, avoiding the 
stron'g evidence, even from U.S. intelligence, that the 
bombing did not end Saddam Hussein's nuclear weapons 
program but rather initiated it. Bombing of Iran might 
have the same effect. 

Iran too has carried out aggression - but during the past 
several hundred years, only under the U.S.-backed regime of 
the shalt, when it conquered Arab islands in the Persian Gulf. 

Iran engaged in nuclear development ~ro~ under 
the shalt with the strong support of o:ffictal Washmgton. ' . The Iranian government is brutal and represstve, as are 
Washington's allies in the region. The m~st important al~y, 
Saudi Arabia is the most extreme Islamtc fundamentalist 
regime, and ~pends enormous funds spreadin~ its rad~cal 
Wahhabist doctrines elsewhere. The gulf dtctatorshtps, 
also favored U.S. allies, have harshly repressed any popu
lar effort to join the Arab Spring. 

The Nonaligned Movement- the governments of most 
of the world's population- is now meeting in Teheran. The 
group has vigorously endorsed Iran's right to enrich uranium, 
and some members - India, for example - adhere to the 
harsh U.S. sanctions program only partially and reluctantly. 

The NAM delegates doubtless recognize the threat that 
dominates discussion in the West, lucidly articulated by 
Gen. Lee Butler, former head of the U.S. Strategic Com
mand: "It is dangerous in the extreme that in the cauldron 
of animosities that we call the Middle East," one nation 
should arm itself with nuclear weapons, which "inspires 
other nations to do so." 

Butler is not referring to Iran, but to Israel, which is 
regarded in the Arab countries and in Europe as posing 
the greatest threat to peace. In the Arab world, the Unit-

ed States is ranked second as a threat, while Iran, though 
disliked is far less feared. Indeed, in many polls majori
ties hold that the region would be more secure if Iran had 
nuclear weapons to balance the threats they perceive. . 

If Iran is indeed moving toward nuclear-weapons capabtl
ity- this is still unknown to U.S. intelligence- ~at may 
be because it is "inspired to do so" by the U.S.-Israeh threats, 
regularly issued in explicit violation of the U.N. Charter. 

Why then is Iran the greatest threat to ~orld peace, ~ 
seen in official Western discourse? The pnmary reason ts 
acknowledged by U.S. military and intelligence and their 
Israeli counterparts: Iran might deter the resort to force by 
the United States and Israel. 

Furthermore Iran must be punished for its "successful 
defiance," which was Washington's charge against Cuba 
half a century ago, and still the driving force for the U.S. 
assault against Cuba that continues despite international 
condemnation. 

Other events featured on the front pages might also 
benefit from a different perspective. Suppose that Julian 
Assange had leaked Russian documents revealing impor
tant information that Moscow wanted to conceal from the 
public, and that circumstances were oth~rwise identical. 

Sweden would not hesitate to pursue tts sole announced 
concern, accepting the offer to interrogate Assange in Lon
don. It would declare that if Assange returned to s:weden 
(as he has agreed to do), he would not be extradited to 
Russia, where chances of a fair trial would be slight. 

Sweden would be honored for this principled stand. As
sange would be praised for performing a public service 
-which, of course, would not obviate the need to take the 
accusations against him as seriously as in all sue~ cases. 

The most prominent news story of the day here ts the U.S. 
election. An appropriate perspective was provided by U.S. 
Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis, who held that "We 
may have democracy in this country, or we may have wealth 
concentrated in the hands of a few, but we cannot have both." 

Guided by that insight, coverage of the election should 
focus on the impact of wealth on policy, extensively ana
lyzed in the recent study "Affluence and Influence: Eco
nomic Inequality and Political Power in America" by Mar
tin Gilens. He found that the vast majority are "powerless 
to shape government policy" when their preferences di
verge from the affluent, who pretty much get what they 
want when it matters to them. 

Small wonder, then, that in a recent ranking of the. 31 
members of the Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development in terms of social justice, the United 
States placed 27th, despite its extraordinary advan~ges, 
or that rational treatment of issues tends to evaporate m the 
electoral campaign, in ways sometimes verging on comedy. 

To take one case, Paul Krugman reports that the much
admired Big Thinker of the Republican Party, P.aul Ryan, 
declares that he derives his ideas about the financtal system 
from a character in a fantasy novel - Atlas Shrugged -
who calls for the use of gold coins instead of paper currency. 

It only remains to draw from a really distinguished 
writer, Jonathan Swift. In "Gulliver's Travels," his sages 
of Lagado carry all their goods with them in packs on 
their backs, and thus could use them for barter without the 
encumbrance of gold. Then the economy and democracy 
could truly flourish - and best of all, inequality :would 
sharply decline, a gift to the spirit of Justice Brandets. 

- Prof. Noam Chomsky is a linguist, philosopher, 
cognitive scientist, logician, historian, political critic, 
and activist. He teaches at MIT. 
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Through the Prism of Nonviolence 

Ope:ratioa St:reaauliae 
ByJohnHeid 

The word "streamline" is defined as a contour de
signed to minimize resistance to motion. 

A 2005 judicial process called "Operation Stream
line," tested in Del Rio, Texas, presses criminal charges 
against every undocumented individual caught crossing 
the U.S.-Mexico border. Prior to 2005, the majority of 
people coming into the U.S. without official papers were 
deported in a practice called "voluntary removal." This 
was a routine administrative procedure of border enforce
ment without criminal charges. 

Since Streamline was implemented in Arizona in 
2008, over 30,000 persons have been "streamlined" each 
year. An increasing number of these individuals have lived 
in the U.S. for years. They have been swept up in the ac
celerated Immigration & Customs Enforcement (ICE) 
raids ordered by the current administration, deported and 
then recaptured while crossing the desert in an effort to 
return to their homes, families and jobs. 

Human rights and legal advocacy groups have con
demned this fast-track police power as a violation of Con
stitutionally guaranteed rights of due process and effec
tive assistance of counsel. Volunteers from Tucson area 
humanitarian aid organizations routinely observe these 
proceedings. A few weeks ago I took a turn observing for 
the organization No More Deaths. 

While waiting for the doors to the courtroom to be un
locked, I met two women from Douglas, Arizona, a border 
town east of Tucson. We exchanged greetings and when I 
queried as to their reason for attending Operation Stream
line, one responded that her brother was one of those 
scheduled for court that day. The second woman is married 
to the defendant. Their loved one had been apprehended by 
U.S. Border Patrol returning from Mexico to Douglas. 

Once the large wooden doors opened we entered the 
chamber to an acrid smell, wafting from a fusion of sweaty, 
desert worn clothing and hand sanitizer. Men, shacked 
hand and foot, filled an entire section of the vast court
room including the jury box. A bench of women similarly 
chained sat separately. Nearly half the room was reserved 
for attorneys. Throughout the space various stripes of po
lice authority, predominantly Border Patrol and U.S. Mar
shals milled about. Everyone has their place in Streamline. 
Everyone has a stake. My two new acquaintances and I 
found our place in a small side section reserved for observ
ers. We sat together, worlds apart. 

Over a two-hour period 68 people were tried, con
victed and sentenced for either illegal entry into the U.S. 
or re-entry after deportation. In groups of five they were 
herded before the judge and serially queried via transla
tor. Each had a court-appointed attorney to facilitate, or 
rather "streamline" the process, i.e. minimize resistance. 
All pleaded guilty and were given sentences ranging from 
10 days to 6 months in detention. Call it instant criminal
ization. Deportation automatically and immediately fol
lows the completion of sentence. Two-thirds of Streamline 
defendants have no prior official criminal record. 

I left court na\Jseated more from the process than the 
ambience of the chamber. My two companions had slipped 

away. Their brother/spouse was en route to detention and 
summary deportation. I later found them outside the court 
house. Together. Alone. Softly weeping. Dozens of fami
lies are separated daily. 

Operation Streamline is the judicial muscle of bor
der militarization, complementing walls and helicopters, 
drones and guns, with the authority of fast-track jurispru
dence and the weight of a criminal record, detention and, 
ultimately, deportation. Several local federal magistrates 
have publicly condemned the process as unconstitutional, 
ineffective and unethical, while continuing to preside. One 
magistrate was witnessed weeping from the bench as she 
imposed her sentence on one Streamline defendant. 

On April 6, Good Friday, a friend, Fr. Bob Carney, 
and I stood immediately outside the federal courthouse in 
Tucson while Streamline proceedings took place. We held 
a small sign and kept vigil. U.S. Federal Protective Service 
personnel ordered us off premises since we did not have a 
permit. My failure to comply with officers orders result
ed in a citation and subsequent trial in the same building 
where Streamline operates. As circumstances would have 

line the day I witnessed the two women separated from 
husband and brother two weeks earlier. Rare are such mo
ments of convergence. 

For some activists the courtroom is seen as a place 
for carrying the precipitating witness to a level beyond the 
street. For many of us, the focus is not the verdict but rather 
challenging systemic injustice on its home court. Operation 
Streamline was on trial, not I. Prosecutors and judges typi
cally try to keep these trials on the charge, not the defen
dant's motive. This case was an exception. The judge and I 
were able to discuss Streamline at length without prosecu
torial objection. In closing, I implored him to avoid partiCi
pation in Streamline and to use his authority to end it. 

Full Body Burden: Growing Up in the 
Nuclear Shadow of Rocky Flats 

Story of nuclear weapons factory astounds, horrifies 
Reprinted from f'he Oregilnian 

FULL BODY JllJRDEN 
By Kristen lv.elftll , CM.WD 
$25, 416 pages 

As absurd -.and alarming - as the most improb
able horror movie, Kristen Iversen's accumulation of facts 
in Full Body Burden has the power of truth. When, for 
the first time in history and after decades of collusion and 
secrecy, two government agencies raid another, you know 
something is seriously wrong. 

That's what happened on June 6, 1989, when the FBI 
and EPA, search warrant in hand, stormed the Department 
ofEnergy's Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons Plant on charges 
of criminal disregard of the nation's environmental laws. 
After almost four decades of operations, under increasing
ly Third World conditions, Soviet-style bureaucracy, innu
merable contaminating accidents and the loss of enough 
radioactive "material unaccounted for" (MUF) to create 
seven Nagasaki-style bombs, the plant was forced to cease 
production. It took the DOE nearly 20 more years to ac
cept that verdict, undertake a cleanup and donate 4,000 
contaminated acres for a wildlife refuge and ''recreation." 

Full Body Burden has an astounding story to tell, and 
for the most part, Iversen tells it well. Her title refers to 
"the amount of radioactive material prese~t in a human 
body, which acts as an internal and ongoing source of radi
ation." Throughout the book, Iversen keeps her eye trained 
on the human cost of nuclear production and waste. 

Part memoir, part investigative journalism, Full Body 
Burden contrasts the banalities of midcentury family life 
with the almost unimaginable horror of the heedlessly-
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placed nuclear weapons factory that. provided the eco
nomic engine for the region and, without the residents' 
knowledge or concern, spewed tons of radioactive pluto
nium into their backyard sandboxes and the streams feed
ing their drinking water. The contaminants, borne on the 
Rockies' high-intensity winds, sailed as far as Denver, 16 
miles away. 

Iversen's nuclear family- small-town lawyer father, 
housewife mother, two younger sisters and a .l;lrother -
lived downwind from Rocky Flats from 1963 through; 
in the case of some of them, the present day. Transplants 
from Minnesota to Colorado, they were exactly the kind of 
family Don Draper and the other "Mad Men" had in their 
marketing scope. 

The neighborhood wives thought Dow Chemical, 
which operated the plant, was making cleaning materials. 

It took Iversen - opponent of the Vietnam War, 
mountain climber, English professor and yoga practitio
ner - a long time to begin questioning Rocky Flats. A 
single mother of two in her early 30s, she turned to Rocky 
Flats in desperation for a good paycheck in 1994. But she 
watched, she listened and she took notes. 

Full Body Burden reports on one of the most danger
ous eras in our nation's history. It's told with the pacing of 
a thriller, with occasional longueurs of personal struggles 
and disappointments, but it is well-researched, well-doc
umented and well-referenced. At a time when fewer and 
fewer resources are dedicated to the well-made book Full 
Body Burden is one. It should be widely read. ' 

- Cynthia Kirk is a freelance writer, editor and arts 
marketer. 

Still that pesky matter ''why break the law, why not 
simply secure a pennit," surfaced. I referenced Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr's insight on creative tension. When other mea
sures have been tried and found wanting, one needs to create 
a situation where the root tensions can be brought to the sur
face and engaged. On the street. Across the line. In the dock. 

I believe that when we take risks and become vulner
able, when we step inside what society perceives as illegal, 
we create an opportunity to challenge that which society 
perceives as legal. In this case, holding vigil without a per
mit is deemed criminal while Streamline is the law. 

Courtroom witness is a pristine moment for reaching 
out to hearts and minds. The verdict is inconsequential. 
The terrain I seek to engage is that place from whence 
justice and injustice are conceived i.e. between our ears, 
deep within ourselves, the place of transformation. After 
all, authentic justice in civil society is not streamlined, it is 
forged in the context of human relationship. And creative 
tension alongside compassion is the force which opens the 
space to create it. - Long-time Quarterly contributor John 
Heid works with No More Deaths in Tucson, Arizona. 

Fukushima's Corruption of 
Earth, Mind, Body & Psyche 

DEVIL'S TANGO 
By Cecile Penida, Wbtgs Press, 222 pages 
$16.95, postage paid, from Nukewatch 

Editors note: After 200 pages of chronicling the first 
year's relentlessly ominous news of the global disaster 
emanating from Fukushima in northeast Japan, beginning 
with the Great Earthquake of March 2011 - an account 
interspersed with heartbreakingly personal reports of liv
ing under the inescapable hemispheric cloud of radioactive 
fallout - Penida offers her readers Senior Nukewatcb 
staffer Bonuie Urfer at her anti-nuclear best. 

It's not often that one finds a book that lionizes your of
fice mate, but Devils Tango, Cecile Penida's riveting day-by
day account of the Fukushima radiation catastrophe, does just 
that. As a sort of exclamation point, or concluding summary, 
Bonnie is quoted dishing it to a federal district court judge 
before being sentenced to prison last year: " ... those of us who 
have been doing antinuclear work for decades desperately 
need help. Every person is needed to commit to ending the 
nuclear age - today, in our lifetime - to lessen the impact 
on every future generation. There is no other solution." 

If you only read one book about Fukushima, read Cecile 
Penida.-JL 

More high praise for Devils Tango: 
John Nichols, author of The Sterile Cuckoo, The Mila

gro Beanjield War, and A Fragile Beauty, says: 
"Cecile Pineda's astonishing anatomy of the Fukushi

ma Daiichi nuclear disaster is an alarming cry from the 
heart that echoes the best work ofRachel Carson, Marilyn 
Robinson and Helen Caldicott. This book is a revelation, 
and a searing denunciation of the worldwide nuclear en
ergy industry. You will never get a better description of 
what actually happened (and is still going on) at Japan's 
Fukushima .... 

"Pineda defies a world media blackout in her minutely 
detailed, day-by-day expose of what amounts to human
ity's death wish. It has taken great courage and immense 
research for the author to trace the fallout from our plan
et's most recent, and seminal, nuclear catastrophe. 

"Devils Tango is a call for us to wake up, infon'n our
selves, and resist.... 'Nuclear energy equals murder .... ' That 
is the message of this memoir .... Devils Tango contains 
everything you always wanted to know about Fukushima, 
Chemobyl, Three Mile Island, and nuclear energy in general 
but were afraid to ask. It is a work of a conscience truly in 
touch with, and deeply concerned about, humanity." 

Joanna Macy, deep ecologist and author of eight 
books including Despair and Persorttll Power in the Nu
clear Age, Widening Circles,. & World as Lover, World 
as Self: 

"The nature of a nuclear disaster - in its psychic as 
well as biological and ecological dimensions - makes its 
immensity almost impossible to convey. We can read mea
surements of radiation levels and stories from survivors at 
the site. But efforts to consider and convey wider reaches 
of the catastrophe, such as how it's affecting the integrity 
of our shared existence and the meanings we construct for 
our lives, are harder to come by. This makes Cecile Pine
da's accomplishment all the more welcome. With Devils 
Tango she has created a new and necessary genre, one 
which reflects both the fission at the core of the nuclear 
process and its fragmenting effects on our minds and lives. 
Using short, separate entries on a timeline covering the 
first year of the Fukushima disasters, she juxtaposes the 
personal and immediate with political commentary, corpo
rate exposes and scientific data. And by giving each entry, 
each experience, each reflection its due, she pieces them 
back together again. And it's the authenticity of these dis
parate pieces that makes them into a whole. In so doing, 
Pineda lets us glimpse how we too can bring a kind of 
wholeness, or healing, to our fractured world." 
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Wind Power Growing 
at Astonishing Rate 
Investments in wind energy last year amoWlted to al

most $63 billion. Wind power will soon deliver more elec
tricity than all of the world's nuclear reactors combined. 
Wmd now provides three percent of the global demand for 
energy. In Spain and Denmark. wind generates 20 percent 
of the supply and in Germany it will reach 2(}-25~o within 
eight years. Wind capacity is expected to quadruple world
wide by 2020. Wind power is environmentally friendly and 
it's the least expensive way to make electricity. Off-shore 
wind electricity costs twice that ofland-based systems, but 
turbines can be sized for single homes, small villages, and 
industrial purposes. Over half of all the wind turbines in 
Germany are owned by individual residents, farmers and 
local authorities. The movement's motto is, "Community 
Power - Citizen's Power." 

Thrkey 

In Thrkey, electricity generated from renewable re
sources had a 19.7% share of total power in 2010. It had 
been taking the government three years to screen each of 
the overwhelming number of turbine applications. Even
tually Ankara stopped accepting new applications. The 
Turkish Electricity Transmission Corporation has held 
competitions to resolve conflicts arising from proposals 
for the same region. In accordance with the Ministry of 
Energy's Strategic Plan, Turkey intends to have 20,000 
megawatts (MW) of installed wind-power capacity by the 
end of 2023. Today that number is just 1,800 MW, mean
ing the strategic plan calls for an additional 18,200 MW of 
installed capacity in ten years. 

Mexico 

The Mexican town of La Ventosa, which means "the 
windy place," is seeing the largest increase in wind power 
projects anywhere in the world. Eighteen of27 wind farms 
now operate in the southern state of Oaxaca at the nar
rowest point between the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of 
Mexico. Wind power in Mexico has jumped by 400 per
cent since 2005 and may double within three years. By the 
end of this year, the nation's wind capacity will make it the 
fifth highest of installed production of the 20 leading eco
nomic powers. By 2030, Mexico will generate 20 percent 
of its electricity using wind. Mexico will begin its first-ev
er wind power exports next year, sending it to San Diego 
from a giant wind farm on the Baja peninsula. The govern
ment's Federal Electricity Commission offers discoWlts to 
businesses that sign long-term contracts with wind farms. 
Mexico's congress passed a climate change law JWle 5, 
mandating that a third of Mexico's energy come from re
newable sources within 15 years. Mexico plans to build 
more hydroelectric dams and install more solar panels. 

Not everyone in Oaxaca is excited about the wind 
projects. Residents do not feel fairly compensated for the 
land use and in some cases have limited access to their 
own land. In spite of global economic woes, wind power 
increased by 21 percent in 2011. By 2016, wind will be a 
$93 billion business. 

- Deutsch Welle, June 29; OiiPrice.com, Aug. 12; Reuters, 
May 14, 2012; PR Newswire, Nov. 2, 2011 

Exelon Cantels Texas Reactor 
Plan, Cans Nukes "Uneconomical" 

A new reactor project in Victoria, Texas is dead. Ex
elon Corp. has withdrawn its application for an early site 
permit for two reactors saying that construction of new 
nuclear power in competitive markets is «uneconomical 
now and for the foreseeable future." Marilyn Kray, Exelon 
Generation's vice president, said that with current market 
conditions, "it isn't possible to create electricity for less 
than what the company could sell it for." Exelon bad an
nounced the plan to develop two reactors at the 11,000 
acre Texas site in 2008. But industry enthusiasm for new 
reactor construction has waned dramatically since then, 
in response to low natural gas prices and soaring reactor 
construction costs. Some area residents opposed the reac
tor idea because of limited local water supplies and safety 
concerns. Exelon operates more than 4,000 megawatts of 
gas and wind generation in Texas. Reactor construction 
proposals have also been put on hold at the South Texas 
Project and Comanche Peak. - Victoria Advocate, Reuters 
& Power Engineering, Aug. 28,2012 

Lost Horizon 
Britain Seeks Brave New Buyer 
Nuclear giants have been abandoning reactor con

struction projects like rats fleeing a sinking ship. The latest 
pull-out comes from German utilities RWE and E.ON who 
scrapped their joint "Horizon Nuclear Power" plan to build 
reactors at Wylfa in Wales and Oldbury in Gloucestershire, 
England- projects that were set to begin in 2015. Britain 
hopes to find a new developer for the projects. Without the 
new reactors and pending shutdowns, only the Sizewell 
B reactor in Suffolk will be operational in 2023. Britain 
has six other reactors Wlder development, four by the 83% 
French-owned giant EDF and two by Entrica at Hinkley 
Point in Somerset. 

At one time one of the most vehement defenders of 
nuclear power, RWE announced June 18 that it would halt 
all reactor construction. Germany's planned phase-out of 
nuclear power has cut RWE's profits by one-third, a loss that 
has moved it to consider suing the government for nearly 
$ J 9 billion in lost revenue. In April 2011, over 7,000 anti
nuclear protesters marched on its Bremen headquarters. 

In September of2011 , Scottish and Southern Energy 
pulled out of a deal to construct a new reactor and sold 
its share in "NuGeneration" to GDF Suez and the Spanish 
company lberdrola. Germany's industrial giant Siemens 
abandoned nuclear power last September. - The Guardian, 
July 3 & Mar. 29; BBC News & U1C News-4, March 29; The Lo
cal (Germany), June 18, 2012 

California Can Provide 
Without Nuclear 

It took the unexpected shutdown of the San Ono
fre reactor in southern California for the state to look at 
a long-term energy plan that excludes nuclear. The Cali
fornia Independent System Operator recently completed a 
detailed analysis. By 2020, the state hopes to produce 33 
percent of its energy needs using renewables. The Jan. 31, 
2011 , shutdown of San Onofre, which powered 1.4 million 
homes and supported the grid in getting electricity to San 
Diego, has highlighted the need for change. San Onofre 
may not go back online for another year. It has laid-off730 
employees. The state is using two old gas power plants 
to compensate. More out-of-state power, more solar and 
wind can meet the state's needs and provide excess energy, 
all without having to construct new carbon burners. Cali
fornia is juggling its air emission credits between old and 
new power generators. The state, like Wisconsin, imposed 
a moratorium in the 1970s banning reactor construction 
pending the opening of a high-level waste repository. 

- Los Angeles Times, June 22, & Reuters, Aug. 21, 2012; 
Santa Barbara Independent, Dec. I 0, 2011 
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Germany's Sunny Model 
On any sunny day, the solar energy output in Germany 

is literally free. Nuclear, in the meantime, has become the 
costliest form of electricity on earth. The Economist says 
it's not a question of"if' renewable energy will dominate 
the global energy market, but when. 

The renewable industry in Germany supports 400,000 
jobs and local grid-tied producers get a pay check even 
when energy output costs stay at zero. Payroll taxes paid to 
the government more than balance the financial subsidies 
working to produce more clean power. The government 
is working on energy storage and high-voltage intercon
nectors to maximize energy distribution and Germany is 
investing $25 billion in "Smart Grid" technologies. Com
pare the cost of Germany's grid improvements to the $14 
billion construction cost projected for the two new nuclear 
reactors under construction in Georgia (that won't be on
line for 10 years), and it's clear that Germany is a shining 
solar star while Georgia looks like a black hole. 

If installation levels for solar and wind power systems 
maintain their current pace through next year, they will 
compensate for the electricity lost from the shutdown of 
the eight nuclear reactors that were closed in 20 ll . 

Europe currently installs more solar power than any 
other form of energy. Photovoltaic use surged 63 percent 
in 2011. 

- Union of Concerned Scientists, May 17; The Guardian, 
May 22; Reuters, May 29; Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Aug. 
21 ; Ecologisl, July 13; Bloomberg, May 8, 2012; OliverTickell, 
Nuclear Pledge, www.nuclearpledge.com 
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Nuclear 'Security' Unmasked by Plowshares Action 
Continued from cover 

While convictions in these cases are historically slam dunks 
for prosecutors, it could be hard to prove that steel fences and 
factory buildings were "injured or destroyed" with banners, paint 
and blood. It may be as hard a case to make as the one attempt
ed by prosecutor Kirby on August 3, when she argued that the 
peaceniks should be kept in jail because 
they are "dangers to the community" 
and "flight risks." 

Presiding Magistrate Judge G. Clif
ford Shirley might have wondered who 
was endangering whom when the health 
of Sr. Rice was brought to his attention. 
Her counsel, Francis Lloyd, told the 
court Rice was suffering from hypother
mia, possibly brought on by the Blount County jail's failure to 
provide the octogenarian with her prescription medicine. The at
torney had already draped his raincoat over Rice when Shirley 
took a recess. The magistrate then "appeared with a space heater 
to direct on Megan, and a staff person found a sweater and blan
ket," according to eye witnesses. 

Mag. Shirley had earlier told the prosecutor that to keep the 
three in custody, she needed to show evidence of a crime of vio
lence, a serious drug crime, a prior felony conviction, a minor 
victim or use of a firearm, a serious risk of flight, or obstruction 
of justice. ADA Kirby came back a day later with felony charges. 

Still, Shirley dismissed the "flight risk" claim easily, sa~ing 
about Michael Walli that in the past he "appeared when requtred, 
so that doesn't seem to be an issue." 

When the magistrate asked Rice and Walli if they wished to 
be released, both said they wanted out. For his part, Boertje-Obed 
offered that he would accept the strict release conditions only if 

the court would "declare nuclear weapons a war 
crime." Shirley said be was not likely to do that, 
and - after Greg made it clear that he could not 
accept punitive restrictions as if he'd already 
been convicted - the man sent him back to jail 
mid-hearing. 

Prosecutor Kirby then spoke at length, dic
tating fearsome pretexts to keep all three in jail, 
even asserting that their action was a "crime of 

violence." Kirby got worked up enough to hiss, "Their descrip
tion of nonviolence is not right. They are willing to die for what 
they believe. That's violence." 

Mag. Shirley explicitly rejected this screed, noting that the 
willingness to risk one's life does not make one violent. Ulti
mately, he decided that prosecutors had failed to s~ow that the 
defendants posed any danger and released them subJect to a long 
list of conditions. 

To see if nuclear weapons can be put away as a danger to the 
community, trial is set for Feb · :;~~:;) 
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